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Selected As A Best All Round Kentuck) Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Circulation
1341th In City
And In County
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In Our 89th Year

ROTC Officers Are
Promoted In Rank

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

ber
dethe
voir
en.

Their standard of living cannot
be compared with that of the
people of America.
• We suspect that most of this
billion lives in the east, areas
in Africa and areas of 'South
America.

1. Take out the furniture except a few old blankets, a kitchen table and one chair.
2. Take away all the clothing
except for the oldest dress or
suit for each member of the
family and a tirt or blouse.

El

Garrett Beshear

Funeral For
G. Beshear
Held Today

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Services will be held this afternoon at 200 p.m. for Garrett
Beshear who died suddenly in
Lansing, Michigan Wednesday,
as he prepared to enter a short
summer course in Driver Training at Michigan State University.
The service will be held at
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. William Porter officiating.
Pallbearers will be Benny
Purcell, Bob Bazzell, Vernon
The Calloway County Farm Shown, Joe Tom Irvan, Bill
Bureau has released over $250 Holt, Bill Hina, and Bill Lee.
• for the Murray-Calolway County Honorary pallbearers will be
Civil Defense Rescue Squad. Rex Alexander, Ralph, AlexandThis amount included $100 to er, J. C. Alexander, Harlon
be placed in the current fire Hodges, Dr. Harry Sparks, Dr.
truck drive fund. Other clubs Ralph Woods, Richard Jackson,
giving assistance recently are Larry Suffill, Tom Brown, Terthe Wadesboro Homemakers, ry Shelton, Dr. Chad Stewart,
$10, and the Magazine Club of and Dr. Charles Clark.
The body will be removed to
Murray, also $10.
Several years ago the Farm the Reid Funeral Home in EarlBu-eau and the Murray Rescue ington, Kentucky and graveSquad joined in an endeavor to side services will be held on
•4
raise money for a county fire Saturday at 10:00 a.m. at the
truck. Proceeds from the joint Ilsley Cemetery near Dawson
project were released last week Springs.
Beshear succumbed from a
to be used exclusively by the
heart attack at Michigan State
Rescue Squad.
The Murray Rescue Squad ap- while waiting in the doctor's
preciates donations from local office, it is understood. He was
organizations and hopes that one of the all-time great basketmany groups now inactive dur- ball players at Murray State
ing the summer months will University. He won OVC honors for three consecutive years
consider a donation this fall.
•
The Rescue Squad has decid- and was a member of Murray
ed to proceed with the construe- State's first OVC championship
)n ef a make-shift fire truck team in_,1952. He was named
to serve the county this fall un- to the Little All America in
til the -new fire truck can ar- 1952. His highest points in one
rive. Anticipated arrival of a game, 41. set a record, which
new truck runs as late as early was broken only recently.
Beshear was the basketball
1969. The delay is by the fire
truck apparatus manufacturers. and baseball coach at UniverAn old gas tank donated sev- sdy School.
He is survived by his wife
eral years ago by Taylor. Mots, ors was brodght from Midway Mrs. Lucy Beshear, two sons
to Murray free-of-charge by Gary and Keeny, and his moGardner's Wrecker Service. The ther Mrs. Ethel Beshear of
Rescue Squad appreciates the Dawson Springs.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
work by Elmo Gardner and his
assistant Ed Knight ,in aiding Home is in charge of arrangements.
,the squad.
The big 800-gallon tank now
will be outfited with a pump
and mounted on an old 2-ton
truck being given by the Forestry Division. After the new
The police made a correction
big fire engine arrives the old
vehicle will be stationed in one on a report that was filed conof the county's, rural communIts corning the Paschall-Lane acies. The latter piece of equip- cident, that ral in the Ledger
ment will be close at hand in and Times on Wednesday of
that community to be used at this week.
The Lane car was traveling
a fire until the big truck can
west on Vine, had stopped for
arrive from Murray.
Anyone wishing to make do- a stop sign and started to go
nations may mail -their con- ahead on Vine, when the Pastribution to Murray-Calloway_ chall car traveling south on 6th
• County CD Rescue Squad. Box -hit the Lane car. Pol-ice first
reported the accident in the
312, Murray, Ky.
.regerse of the above.

Police Correct
Accident Report

WEATHER REPORT
by United Press International
Partly cloudy today through
f Saturady with occasional showers or thundershowers. High today 85 north and east to 92
south and west Low %onight 70
east to 75 west

CAR STOLEN
A 1964 Buick Skylark stolen
from Jerry Crouse's Shop sometime after midnight, was recovered at about 5:00 this morning.
The car had been driven down
Providence Road, pulled into
Bobby Spicelands cornfield and
stripped, according to Hardy
Kelso at the sheriffs office.
ONE CITATION

FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
The five-day Kentucky weather
outlook. Saturday through Wednesday:
Temperatures will average up
to 3 degrees above the normal
86-90 highs,,and 63-72 lows. It
will be slightly cooler about
the middle of next week.
Rainfall will average from a
quarter to a half inch, locally
heavier, mostly in the afternoons and evenigs through the
first of next week.

imummanamsmosintio
.

Short Session
Is Held By City
Council Here

Dr. John Williams of the Biology Department of Murray
State University was the speaker yesterday at the regular
meeting of the Murray Rotary.
Club.
Dr. Williams spoke on fireThe Murray City Council met tomobile for the superintendent
arms, having been a former law last night in a fairly short sess- of the Murray Natural Gas Sysenforcement officer and being ion with Mayor Pro-tern Leon- tem and one for the superinPresently a member of the Nat- ard Vaughn presiding _ in the tendent of the Water & Sewer
ional Rifle Association.
absence of Mayor Holmes Ellis, System. Also equipment w a s
The speaker said that he is who is in Washington attempt- purchased for the water syspersonally opposed to present ing to straighten out the local tem.
TURNING OVER A HEW LEAF . . Two members of the
legislation on registration of five-county Office of Economic
Parker Motors' was the low
Murray State University Military Science Department put on
firearms because he feels a Opportunity organization.
bidder on the two cars for the
new rank Insignia after being promoted. Mai. Charles M. more intensive study of fireThe council purchased an au- superintendents. They bid on
Bartlett Wscond from left) has his new gold leaf put on by
arms is essential before legislatwo 1968 Ford, four-door cushis wife, Carolyn Sue. U. Col. Joseph E. Pelumbo's wife, Men
tion is passed.
toms with automatic shift and
Ion, removes the gold leaf of meter and ruplaces it with the
He pointed out that the NRA
tinted glass with power steersliver loaf of lieutenant colonel.
has unjustly caught the brun
ing and brakes. The Parker bid
of the criticism by those in
was $3290.88 with the tradein
favor of gun registration be
of the two 1965 Fords owned
cause of its stand against regisRevival services will be conby the city.
tration. He said that the NRA
ducted at the Northside Baptist
Holcomb Chevrolet bid on
is primarily an association cc.
Church, located five miles north
two 1968 Bel Air, four door,
dicated tq target shooting.
on Highway 641, starting July
automatic shift, tinted glass
Dr. Williams said that there
29 and continuing through Augwith all power for $3968.00
are two sides involved in the
ust 4, each evening at 7:30.
plus trade-in.
gun registration controvers:,
Brother Heyward Roberts,
Taylor Motors answered the
but these two do not want to
pastor of the West Fork Bapbid request, however declined
ti t Ch urch, w ill be the evangeto bid, saying that no more
The Oaks Country Club was the surrounding area participat- compromise. He said that in his
opinion some type of gun relist. Randolph Allen, pastor, ; host for the Ladies Tri-State
1968 cars in this category were
ed.
gistration is in order, but that
and the members invite every. , Golf Tournament, held Wednesavailable.
Hostesses for the luncheon present
one to attend the services.
proposals are not pracBids were also opened last
day, July 24. Twelve clubs in were Peggy Brown and Shirley
tical and invade the privacy of
night on the paving of city
Wade.
tlie citizen.
streets. One bid was apparently
A field of 105 ladies were
He pointed out that a gun
incorrect as though the bidder
started by, Jerry Caldwell ana l could be obtained by nearly
had misconstrued the bid reTony Thomas. Score keepers anyone who plans on
violence._
quest so all bids were held and
were Marilyn Adkins and She- He spoke against the mail ornew bids will be asked. The
lia Grogan.
Leonard
Vaughn
der gun business.
council gave authority to the
'Winners as follows:
.
Mayor
Pro-tern
He reminded the club that at
Mayor and Street Committee
Championship Flight — Sue the beginning of
World War ll
headed by Prentice Lassiter, to
Taylor, 1st Place; Betty Vowell Sweden had a gun registration
open the bids and let the pro2nd Place; Jane Nall 3rd Place; law and when the Germans.inject to the low bidder.
Margaret Winters 4th Place.
conventions
in
early
July.
The
vaded the nation, every weapon
by United Preis international
Four bids were received on
MaMartha
Flight
—
First
UPI
tabulation_
shows
a
slight
was confiscated by referring to
Richard M. Nixon still has
a new air compressor for the
Newton,
Nell
Place;
1st
han,
increase
in
Nixon strength durthe registration list.
sufficient convention delegate
Murray Water & Sewer Sys2nd Place; Madilyn Williams,
Last week Judge Marlow
strength — on paper — to cap- ing this period; there were
also a new auger used for
tem,
4th
Hale,
Cindy
Place;
Cook, Republican nominee for
ture the Republican president- scattered losses, but these were 3rd
under intersections to
boring
the United States Senate was Gilbert Cobb, age 90, of install water pipe.
ial nomination on the first bal— somewhat more than offset byl giaee.
Second Flight — Essie
Wedaway
w
passed
the
Fa-m;ngton,
chatie
of
some
p?eviousial
heard.
The
club
indicated that
lot. according to a United Press
Brandeis Machinery .as the
1st Place;- Charlotte Mil- Miss Katherine Peden, Demo- nesday at 10.00 p.m. in a rest
uncommitted delegates to the
International survey today.
low bidder. This firm bid $4020
Buchanan,
Bobby
Place;
2nd
ler,
Paducah.
leaning
in
toward
home
Nixon
colcratic nominee will also be
With the selection less than
on the compressor and ';1280
3rd Place; Grace 'James, 4th given an opportunity to speak
Survivors are one daughter,
two weeks away, UPI tabulated umn.
on the auger. Other bidders
Place.
Route
Mrs. Herman Hunter ,of
Rockefeller has also gained
to the club.
with the two bids listed in orAlice
Mary
Flight
—
Third
strength slightly since the state
Two, Farmington, one son Fonder were Whayne Supply, $4,conventions, largely by attract- Smith, 1st Place; Margaret Hall,
zo Cobb of Route One, Lynn850.00 and $830; Kentucky Maing previously uncommitted de- 2nd Place; Janice Stubblefield,
ville, one sister, Mrs. Pearl Tabchinery $4,415.90 on the com3rd Place; Toopie Thomas, 4th
legates.
ors of St. Louis, Mo., one bropressor only; Central Supply,
Clinton,
The greatest proportionate Place.
of
Cobb
ther, Vernon
and $1,517.00.
$6,200
Mary,
Anna
Flight
—
Fourth
and
gain in the period accrued to
Ky., three grandchildren
The council renewed the
Reagan, who picked up dele- Adams, 1st Place; Margaret Tidnine great-grandchildren.
lease on the Municipal Parking
Final showings of "You Can't
gates in Utah — the last of the well 2nd Place; Marie Weaver,
Funeral services will be held
rental from the A. B.
state GOP conventions — and 3rd Place; Betty Henton, 4th Take It With You" by the Mur- at the Byrn Chapel at 2:00 p.m. Lot at a
ray State University Summer Friday, with Rev. L. R. Riley of- Beale estate at $165.00 per
Place.
in some other places.
lot is ten
Over all low putts, was won Theatre Company are schedul- ficiating. Burial will be in the month. 'The parking
UPI observers across the
years old and the city breaks
d this week end at Kenlake Smell Cemetery.
country reported a softening in by Martha Mahan, with a 2-3.
even on the expense and inClub members expressed their State Park Amphitheatre.
Nixon's second-ballot strength.
The Byrn Funeral Home of
The Pulitzer Prize winning Mayfield, is in charge of ar- come from the lot.
They said there was evidence thanks to the tournament chairMayor Pro-tern Vaughn said
Richard M. Nixon
significant numbers of delegates men, Sue Morris, Mid-elle Walk- comedy by George S. Kaufman rangements, where friends may
that it is felt that the parking
would be willing to abandon his er and Essie Caldwell and all and Moss Hart will play Friday call.
lot is a service to the people of
who helped to make the day a and Saturday evenings to end
691 probable votes for Nixon cause with some readiness -Murray and as long as the city
the
first
half
of
the
10-week
maintly
to
success.
move to the Reagan
on the first ballot. A total of
break even on this project
can
'
run
by
the
18
-member
repertcamp.
667 is needed le nominate.
that
he felt it should be conorr
company.
Showtime
is
8:30
In the Democratic race, the
Of Nixon's tbtal, 183 votes
tinued.
p.m, for each performance.
tabulation
gave
Hubert
H.
Humare committed to his candidacy
The lat is located on East
Another comedy, "The Curon at least the first ballot and phrey 1,078'2 votes, including
Main Street and receives inious
Savage"
by
John
Patrick,
419
committed
and
659%
lean508 are leaning towardit.
come from parking meters
will run the final five seek
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Louis which are placedaan it. It stands
His nearest rival, Nelson A. ing.--Engene J. McCarthy had
ends.
41712,
with 344 committed and
of Kirksey Route One in the old location of the Beale
Rockefeller, had 285 votes in
Robert E. Johnson, managing Smith
Dr. Ora K. Mason of South
will celebrate their sixty-third residence.
the UPI survey, 130 committed 73'a leaning.' A total of_ 1,125
director
of
the
company
and
patwedding anniversary on Tuesand 155 leaning. Ronald Rea. are needed to nominate in the Ninth Street, Murray, is a
Raymond Sims was changed
ient at the Murray-Calloway Chairman of_the MSU drama div- day, July 30.
gan had 157 total, 86 committ- contest.
from a temporary employee to
ision, said the show has had exsufMason
Dr.
Hospital.
George
Wallace,
a
County
third
Juparty
The Smiths were married
ed and 71 leaning. Harold Stasof the
candidate,- had 15 Democratic fered a fall at her home and cellent response by both tour- ly 32, 1905, at the home of Bro. a permanent employee
sen had 1 committed vote.
Department.
Street
City
ists
and
residents
of
the
exhospital
the
votes,
13
to
committed and 2 lean- was transferred
Johnny White in Calloway
There were still 44 UncomA request for additional
treme Western Kentucky area.
County. Their attendants were street lights on -Johnson Boulemitted votes and 155 tied up in ing. There were 558 uncom- Sunday ,morning.
"For
those
who
have
intendmitted
votes
and
325
the
committand
Marine
Cliff
the
late
on
favorite
candidacies.
vard will be investigated
ed to favorite sons.
Dr. Mason, the wife of the ed to see this first play — but late Alice Bazzell.
Other developments:
ate Dr. Will Mason and the have had things to interfere
ten
. Losing Delegates
of
They are the parents
McCarthy — The Minnesota mother of Mrs. Robert 0. Mil- with plans, I want to invite. Children, seven of whom are
Rockefeller partisans claim
them
to
take
advantage
of
this
senator
told newsmen in Boston ler of Murray, will appreciate
Nixon has been losing delegates
still living.
•
last week end," he added.
hearing from her many friends
The children are Bro. RayPage)
•
'
Back
Planned
in
(Continued
on
cooperation
with
votes since the last of the state
tit Murray and Calloway County.
mend Smith of Mayfield Route
the- Kentucky Department of
One, Wilford Smith of Mayfield
Sugar Creek Baptist Chu.
.-vh
Parks, the prograni —this' sumRoute Five, William Smith of will hold a resival
mer marks the second succesbeetnr-It4Mayfield Route Five, Hurshel Sunday, August 4 and ealn:-.nusive year for the company at
Smith of Peoria, Ill., Mrs. Pearl ing through Friday. Augair. 9.
the amphitheatre.
Riley of Kirksey Route One, Services will be held tN% ice dai-Mrs. Robbie Pigg of Farming- ly, at 2;30 p.m. and 7 3t p in
ton, and Mrs. Dollie James of
Pianist will be Mrs. BA,
',ie
Mayfield Route Five.
Burkeen, with .Thiii ‘
.
.,r-k isi
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have charge of song .it,7t 1,'CS Als
twenty-four grandchildren and York, pastor invites the
nineteen great grandchildren. to attend these son ices
Fred E. .Henry, charged in a
shooting incident at Hale's
Trailer Court this week, was apprehended last night by the
McKenzie, Tennessee police department. He was returned to
Murray last n.ght by Police
Chief Manning and niavd in
the 'city jail this morning at
2:30 a.m.
Henry is charged with malicious , shooting With intent to
kill Eugene Cavitt Cavitt was
shot in the shoulder and likreported doing well at the Murray itospital.
I
•

. Fire Truck,
Funds Are
Released
•
•

Vol. LXXXIX No. 177

Revival Planned By
Northside Church

(Continued en Sack Page)

rs

10* Per Copy

Dr. Williams
Speaker For
Rotary Club

Two members of the Murray
State University Military Science Department have been promoted tc the next higher rank.
Maj Joseph E. Palumbo was
promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel and Capt. Charles
M. Bartlett was promoted to
major.
Palumbo, who has been with
the Murray State University
H.O.T.C. cadre for four years,
Is an MS II (sophomore) class
Instructor. A native of Maple
Heights, Ohio, he graduated
from the United States Military
Academy at West Point.
Barlett,--a- graduate of the
University of New Hampshire,
came to Murray in October,
1967. He is an MS I (freshman)
class instructor and will serve
as the staff adjutant next fall.

Over a billion people tons) live
on an annual income of $200 or
less.

Anyway, if you want to know
what it would be like to live
on $200 or less a year do the
following:

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 26, 1968

One citation was issued yesterday by the Murray Police
Department for no city sticker.
,
SERVICE CANCELLED
There will be no Sunday Wor.
ship Service held at the University - Presbyterian Chlirch on
Sunday. July 28, due to the
death of Res'. C -E. Kirks, who
a as to have been the guest
minister for this service. Sunday School will be held as us-

Oaks Is Host To Ladies
Tri-State Golf Tourney

Nixon Still Has Enough
To Win GOP Nomination

Gilbert Cobb Dies
At The Age Of 90
At Paducah Home

r

Final Showing Of
Comedy To Be
On This Weekend

Mr. And Mrs. Smith
To Observe 63rd
Anniversary

Dr. Ora Mason Is
Injured In Fall

Sugar„Creek Will
Hold Revival Soon

— —
Fred Henry Picked
Up In McKenzie

William B. Moore. Lexington and Dr. Cliff Eubanks and Prof. Delbert Norichul, Murray
State University, are among more than two dozen Kientu,ky lob training experts attending
a special ETV training conference at East ern Kentucky University. The conference, •
seminar on the "how-to's" of using educational television in business, government and enduetry, will end Wednesday after partkipants produce their own tailed program on ETV utlIllation. The seminar is sponsored by the ETV Advisory Council for Training and Develop..
ment, a group established to advise state ETV network officials en the use of management
and industrial training television programs, ac cording to William B. Moore, council chairman.
The network, let to go on the air in early Sep tember, will begin carrying its first mammon'.
ens training program in October. Moore said.
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NOW YOU KNOW
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,
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Cleveland, Ohio, was named,.
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dropped in lailt to snorten a
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TV CAMEOS:

Hafilla Mid
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— stURRAY. KENTUCKY

Barbera

MEN'S WEAR

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Oonsaidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timm and
The Times-He:ski, October 20. 1921l, and the West Kentuddan.
January 1 1942
1.1 N. Ilk Imalmi, Kerrey, gentasky &BM

}luck Finn's TV Antics to Cost 1000's Per

JAMS C. WILLIAMS. PUBUSKER'
We reserve the right to reject any advertising. tatters to the =ow,
or Public Voice items which. in our 00111011. are not for the iteM
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER Oa, WO
Madigan Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg , New York. N.Y
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, lentudo, for tranamlialon as
Second Clam Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. Be Carrier tn Murray, pm: week Mc, par
month $110 In Calloway and adjoining oaunttes, per year. SEM:
Zoom 1 & 2. MAO, Elsewhere $11.00 All genie* inkieniptkins UAL
-The Oststandlog Own gent et a Demmeatty Is the
Integrity et Ile Newagryper"

FRIDAY — JULY 28, 1968

Quotes From The News
sr UNITED AHEM INTEXINAIIONAL
WASHINGTON — Atty Gen. Ramsey Clark, presenting what he considers the reasons for the opposition by

Ily MIL 1461MILit
HUCKLEBERRY FINN. who
seldom had more than a nickel
to his name, will bust out on the
TV screen live and animatedi
this fall in all his freckled, fishing-pole glory --and it'll cost
$100,000 per half hour to put
together each episode of his adventures.
That makes Huck s antics
just about the most costly in
and it makes the
television
whole thing quite an achievement, to understate it. for Bill
Hanna and Joe Barbera. Eleven
years ago, they were out of
business.
Bill and Joe were animated
cartoonists and executives at
MOM—Bill from Melrose, N.M .
Joe from New York City—for
20 years ("Tom and Jerry" was
their baby), when one morning
they were told to discontinue
production. -Twenty years of
work ended suddenly with 4
single call." they say. -The
tioaring costs of animation had
priced us out of the entertainment business, it seemed."

WASHINGTON—OOP House Leader Gerald R. net,
objecting to exempting the post office from the spending
cutback program.
"Until the administration makes an honest effort to
use the flextbility and authority we gave them, I don't
think we should exempt any department,"
ATLANTA — Gov. Lester Maddox of Georgia, urging
uolice to shoot to kill if snipers or ftrebombers refuse to
obey police orders to halt:
"We've got to quit pacifying and pampering crimlnaLs and murderers."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Ham Alligator
Panics Players

Ye have not eaten bread, neither have ye drunk wine
or strong drink: that ye might know that I am the Lord
your God. —Deuteronomy 29:6.
Some kind of self-sacrifice is needed if we would ever
all know the Lord as our true God

MON7(.t)%1ERI. -11n.
'(Vn) — The Lee High
&bed eleenee dean, in its
"The Happiproduction
est Millionaire," had miwe
missal
opening
the
than
night jitters,
the actors had rause tee
LJIDOKE A TIMES ma
stage fright orer and above.
t h • familiar
butterflies,
Postmaster Harry Sledd said new postage rates will thanks •to a member of the
cast. One of the featured
be in effect August 1. Postal cards will go from two to
characters — an alligator —
three
four
to
cents,
three cents, first class letters from
just sorogdn't play straight
and air mail will have a seven cent per ounce rate.
man end insisted on hamThe Murray Pony League All-Stars last their second
nsing it , up with occasional
game in the tournament 4-3 to Princeton. Murray had strdls around the-' stage to
the delight of the audience,
won over Henderson 4-3 the previous day.
h.Sn,,t the rest.
Births reported are a son to Mr. and Mrs. William
T. Downs, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hornsby, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Pasco.
Army Pfc. Jake Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs Clarence Barnett, recently participated in the VII Corps
marksznasiship matches in Germany.

Ten Years Ago Today

Sit-arounds
Sabotage Diets

LEDGER & TIMES VILS
Deaths reported today are Roy Barnett, age 58, who
died at the Veterans Hospital in Marion, fll, and Curt
McDaniel, age 65, who died at his home here.
James M Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Lassiter
of Murray, has been named managing editor of the Kentucky Law Journal at the University of Kentucky
Mr and Mrs T. A Key and Mr and Mrs. Wayne Edward Gupton of Detroit, Mich., have been at the bedside
of their father, Luther Oupton at Vanderbilt and Murray
Hospitals
J T (Tom Workman was honored with a dinner on
his 73rd birthday on July 24 at Kentucky Darn State
Park

,DrIv
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NEW YORK , UPI—So you
want to look good in that new
schocking pink bikini. So you
really expect to stick to that
diet this summer Well, says
the Health Insurance Institute,
the odds of staying on a summer diet definitely, att not in
your favor.
Most people try harder to
diet during the warm weather
months, but temptations to eat
more are everywhere. Cookouts.
blasts,
roasts, beer
.wiener
shortcake ,festivals, marshmallow roasts, and most other
forms of summer sociability
seem.calculated to wreak havoc
with the best planned weight
watching program
For the hearty outdoor types,
gastronomical self - indulgence
Is not so serious, but for those
many summer and winter sit*rounds the eummer fenetzr.g
festivities can be disastrous_
Calorie
a
hqe.v,
But take
their charts
counters altosien
can stay slim ,With portions of
summer fruits and vegetables.
Fresh berries. for instance,
contain only 30 to 50 calories
per half_gllet; a half cantaloupe
has 60: a half grapefruit 55, a
small orange. 75. n medium
peach 35, a pear 100
Compare those loss calorie
fruits with the high counts in
these typical summer temptations. mayonnaise 110 calories
per tablespoon. butteriess corn
on the cob 70. a plain hot dog
on a bun 270.
The trick is to mix and
match—a little of the low, less
of the high calorie foods —
making sure that the total intake adds up to a fairly low
count. And remember to balance that diet.

* SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED. *
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By WALTER LOGAN

CAUFORNIA'S Gov. Ronald
Reagan tweaks an ear as he
mulls over a reporter's question in Sacramento

--Wrong Medicine

NEW YORK UPD — Lily
Pulitzer, the socialite who stirred op the jet set ladies in
Palm Beach by turning out
some of the wildest printed
shifts in history, is now making men's wear history by
turning out sports clothes in
some of the wildest prints in
history.
Her tropical-printed jackets
in conservative styles and her
wildly patterned jeans fill the
windows of big Fifth Avenue
stores in New York and will be
seen at golf clubs and private
parties all summer. She calls
them "Men's Stuff."
She said she feels that prints
will give Men ". . . their big
chance for a change if they've
been dying to pitch their flannels Into oblivion."
Prints from Mrs. Pulitzer—
and from many other designers
—have given men's summer
wear a new dimension. Brilliant thirsts, paisleys, abstract
swirls of color and even wood
gratri printed fabrics turn up
in everything from hats to
slacks, jackets to swimwear.
-Prints will soon appear in fall
suits," according to designer
John Weitz. -I've already be
gun to do them for leisure
time. A print is the most potent expression of personal
taste of the designer and will
eventually be the strongest expression of personal choice on
the consumer's pare" His bou-

/9,07

CHICAGO—Oldtime movie comedian Stepin Fetchit,
fending himself against charges he hurt Negroes by
bead scratching, foot shuffling roles in movies:
It was just a gimmick with me to make money."

20 Years Ago Today

Would You Believe
Printed Suit? Wild!

Given a prescription for her
arthritis, a woman took it to the
Michael %re, (1 will be the immortal Hucitisimrry Otis INN, corner drug store to be filled. But
• • •
with Lu Ann Hesitant as Isicky and Kevin Schultz as Torn Sawyer. the druggist mixed a wrong ingredient into the medicine. As a result,
their
be
to
out
turned
BUT it
win- the woman suffered a severe reacFlintstone
ago.
year
product'sferent
a
TV
r
f.
up
whipped
the
1957.
July,
In
biggest break.
In that one, you may recall. dow shades to Yogi Bear bubbk tion—and later filed suit for damboys incorporated Hanna-Barin co-operatior ages.
Kelly danced with ani- bath crystals
bera Productions, started doing Gene
"Don't blame me, blame the
mated characters -"Mary Pop- with the studio.
planned animation for TV
the
"Huck Finn" will be shownidoctor," protested the druggist in
you've noticed, of course, that pins" was a movie using
and in "Huck," the in prime time by NBC, come court. "His writing on that prescripit doesn't include the expensive same dodge
tion ass so illegible it was hard to
detail that wouldn't be visible three kids will be acting with September. and will take the
an en- be sure what he meant. So I filled it
anyway on the small screen- cartoon creations. Also to be three kids to Egypt for
to In- according to my beat judgment."
and went after the Saturday seen briefly will be Ted Cas- counter with a mummy,
hut the court held the druggist
a.m. kid audience with a bang. sidy. TV's "Lurch" of yester- dia to recover the ruby eye of
liable anyhow, blaming him for -not
Nine and a half years later, day, who will play sInjun Joe," an idol and to a desert island
checking with the doctor before
they sold the whole shebang to the sinister redskin of the Mark where they find Gulliver's llIllputians. There will be action, going ahead.
the -Taft Broadcasting Co for Twain books,
By and large, pharmacists are
$12 million and 60 thousand The nerve center of the Han- Bill and Joe promise, but no
held to a standard of care comshares of Taft stock. Today, na-Barbers firm is a 3-story, great violence--for which parthe more than 500 H-B employ-81.250,000 building near the ents still shaken by the recent
es turn out cartoons, cornmer- Hollywood Freeway entrance to assaa.sinations will be grateful. '
gj
11
'
"Huckleberry Hound" was
oat films, industrial movies and the San Fernando Valley. The
layout is almost as famous as the first H-B hit - it won an
phonograph records
and over Bill's and-The New Adventures of Huc-Urianeyland. and not too long Ernmv
f kleberry Finn." featuring threeago a speech on the floor of the Joe's desks are pictures
young ones named Michael SheaU.S. Senate by Sen. Thomas H. Huck, shaking hands with then:
,Buck. L.0 /inn Haslam I BeckyKuchel lauded the talented pair "Thank you. Huck," is written
Thatcher; and Kevin Schultzfor "having delighted not only on them. "It may sound nutty
-Tom Sawyer, is an off-shootohildren but also their elders." to be grateful to a mythical
in a way, of the "Jack and theatore than 1.500 licensed manu- blse dog," the pair grin. -but
Beanstalk" special that H-Wacturers turn out 4,500 dif- believe us, we are.'
ltributed by King Features Syndicate

a coalition of Republican and Southern Democratic
senators to the name of Abe Fortas as chief justice:
"I would say the basis for the opposition, in truth,
Is their opposition to the very great advances made in
civil rights under the law"

r
,

mensurate with the importance of
their ancient profession. As one
judge put it:
"People trust not merely their
health but their liNVS to the knowledge, care and prudence of druggists.".
For that reason. the pharmacist
who is careless in filling a prescription is usually responsible for the
'consequences.. There have been
damage verdicts not only for wrong
ingredients but also for incorrect
proportions and for misleading directions.
On the other hand, evien when a
druggist does make a mistake, he
is not liable if there is no causal
connection between his mistake
and the ultimate injury. Take this
case:
A druggist sold a customer a
powerful purgative. without properly labelling the bottle. The cusNational
tomer. well aware of what be had
DEAD UNES - In Hartford Conn., Democratic
bought, mischievously slipped some
Chairman John M Bailey ,lefti says. "We still hold out
hope of getting the job done in Chicago.- and in Chicago, • into a friend's coffee,,-"
For the unhappystOnsequences to
Illinois Bell Telephone Company President James Cook tells
the friend, th druggist was held
reporters that the company' rejects a union proposal that the
blameless.
wage dispute be settled in binding arbitration. In that sitthat his faulty label had no conuation. no _communications an be installed for the Demonection with what happened, beChicago's big Amphitheatre.
cratic National Convention
cause the prankster would have
done the same thing even if the
label had been right.
Furthermore. a customer must
show a 'reasonabk regard for his
own safety. In another "wrong
medicine" case, the customer made
his purchase from a young. inexperienced clerk while the regular
,
pharmacist was out of the store
Here the clerk, after bringing out
a bottle, confessed that he didn't I
oast...I-FOE STATION. Tex, should work best in daylight know what he was selling. Never(UPI, — A shrimp hariester when all shrimp are burrowed, theless the customer insisted the ,
medicine must he what he wanted
that works like a vacuum he said.
"It has been estimated that because it "smelled right."
cleaner and may replace the
A court ruled afterward that the
traditional shrimp net has two shrimp are burrowed for
been invented by four students every shrimp that is feeding customer himself was guilty of neg- ,
during the 'night" Rodenber- ligence, for buying medicine by
from Texas ALM University
using his nose instead of by using
.
new machine. called ger explained
• •
his head
B6SH" because of its funcThe Salvation Army cares An American Bar Association pubtion, "bottom oriented shrimp
harvester.'. will allow shrimp- for victims of leprosy at six lic service feature by Will Bernard.
ers to work 24 hours a day in- centers in Asia, Africa and
1968 American Bar Association
stead of only at night, a uni- South America.
versity official said. Shrimpers
currently work only at night
because that is the time shrimp
feed.
Dr. C. A. Rodenberger,
structor of a systems engine('
ing course in which the ha
velsoste.,YOU GOTT*.
WHAT -TIAAlt Do
%ester was designed, said
e
ellET VP PItET -rY V.Alkv•e•
`IOU
invention is made of s steel
-ro se a...7 71-40cso.
toy and is shaped like an s
MECHANICS:, Ow
wheeled floor sweeper.
ao130SH has a aeries of
pered holes on Its front et1
to force a jet of water—pr
do( cd b5 lot w3rd zroyorront
the vehicle — onto the pee:floor," Rodenbergeo said
,
-"The agitatioo will
shrimp ,to'Plgrfrbm the ore
floor into the water to be sw-.
up by a 15-foot wide rubb.
lipped mouth."
The shrimp .are char
into a bag-typd re.cep.,a, •
the back of the ma ,
'
Those too small to
filtered back into the, ,
The receptacle can be 'lit
the surface for dumpirr'
the trawler and BOSH a:,
der- way .
"Research on the fi
a lid but towing habit, .
,
shrimp will -be- required ta
final demons ate drawr
denbei set .said With p
reo•arch alai planning. tiF3

/

Printed shirts also abound
this summer, and among the
best are the bold Indian paisley tunics designed by Michael
Webb for Carlyle. The Indian
print shows up as well in slacks
and swimwear of all kinds.
Another favorite is the
Beardsley-type pattern. John
Jolcin designed both fabric and
nylon taffeta beach parkas
with matching trunks for Robert Lewis Outerwear He says
they express more than a personality—the mood of the
young Man Is now print and I
certainly intend to cater to it."

•

Business or dress shirts are
another category where prints
are making headway. Fashion
innovators like Oleg Cassini
4who designs for Barry Boonshaft, Inc.) and Henry Grethel
of Hathaway are looking to
prints for the bold color that
cannot be achieved through
woven patterns. Weitz, too, in
his designs for Excello, has
turned to print. Some outstanding prints are Cassint's
enlarged houndstooth and polka
dot and Weitz' broad stripe.

"The Best In Service. . . Best of Gasoline" from

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

•

Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Max MeCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
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PARKER FORD SALES

PARKER
MOTORS
PA
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You'll Always -Find A-1 Used Cars at Parker
Motors,.. Drop By Today and See

•

Phone 753-5273

Murray, Kentucky
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Will c

tiques across the nation teature many prints for summer.
Prints were dormant for five
years in summer formal wear,
but now a spirit of change is
in the air. After Six, a pioneei
in formal faShion, has some
brocade prints and batik printed jackets which will make the
summer circuit with ease.
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Gibson Lowers His ERA To
0.957 Despite A Sore Am

P.1•20,41.10•1C%...?.0004,1•44".....4.4.4.

SthildingA,
e.,gsrses.scosesess•so-...s.s.s.s.assoss-o(r
By United Press Int•rnationai

Americen League
ST. LOUIS ITPD -- The Sport- playing for the Dodgers
W. L. Pct. GB
ing News said Thursday veteran
"Drysdale's early retirement
61 37 .622 —
pitcher Don Drysdale intends to as a pitcher would be no more Detroit
54 41 .568 5%
"force his release" from the surprising than teammate Sandy Baltimore
55 44 .556 6%
Los Angeles Dodgers in order Koufax's decision to quit the Cleve.
49 45 .521 10
Use aistriet tournament tanigkt at 8:15,
Murray's Tony League All-etare wet play Peaustab
to take the job of pitching coach Dodgers at age 30, two seasons Boston
48 49 .495 12%
after defeating lia.disonville last night 14-1. Members on the team are, from Left t• right first
Oakland
with the San Diego Padres
ago," Collier said.
47 50 .485 13%
now, George Landoll, Rodney Stallions, Allan Adams, Charlie Gibbs, David Hughes, Mitch Ward
Calif.
Drysdale said the report was
47 50 .485 13%
Minn.
Brown Crouch, Mantic Crsthey, Brake lluirbes, an d Allan Camp; back row, Coach Lynn SU-anal,
"not true."
Manager Jack Ward, Chris Clopton, Dan Tlisoup *on, Charles Robinson. Pewter meesigues. J•knn,
New York 44 49 .473 14%
The Sporting News, citing an
40 54 .426 19
Rayburn, Dennis Lane, Dale Alexander, J•kany Williams, and Ronald Crouch. President at the
Chicago
"unimpeachable source," said
34 60 .362 25
Wash.
the 31-year-old hurler "plans to
league.
Thursday's Results
demand a salary of $200,000
TAKES FIRST STEP
Detroit 4 Washington 1
from the Dodgers next season
FIGHT POSTPONED
BOSTON TN — The AmeriNight, game called 8% innFUNERAL SERVICES
in an effort to force his recan League took the first step
ings rain.
lease to the new San Diego
•
toward expanding its umpiring
Today's Probable Pitchers
club in the National League."
BUENOS AIRES an) — A
NORMAL, Ill ,I7PD — Funeral staff for 1969 by purchasing
Minnesota, Kaat 7-6 at Oaknewspaper, published
The
scheduled Aug. 3, fight between
services will be held Saturday the contracts Thursday of Ar
land, Dobson 7-10, 10:30 p.
SATURDAY, JULY 27
here by C. C. Johnson Spink,
Argentine heavyweight chamin Bloomington, Ill, for Lander thur Frantz of the Pacific Coast
Chicago, Roden 7-8 at Cali12:30-1 p. m..—Car and Track
said the information was obpion Oscar Bonaveria and LeotVan Gundy, secretary of the League and International Leag
fornia, Wright 7-2 11 p. m.
Cti. 4.
tained after Phil Collier disis M.artin of Toledo, Ohio, was
Hambletonian Society and tre ue arbiters Ronaid Luciano and
New York, Stottlemyre 12-7
14 p. m.—Baseball . . . Ch.
closed in the San Diego Union
canceled Thursday.
in
the
of
Grand
Circuit
asurer
at Cleveland, McDowell 10-8
that "Drysdale was ready to 4harness racing.
4-5:30 p. m.—Wide World of 7:30 p. m.
retire as a pitcher and hoped
Van Gundy, 59, died ThursBoston, Ellsworth 8-5 at
to start on a new career with Sports . . . Ch. 8.
• ••
day. He was a key figure in
Washington, Bertana 4-7 8:05
the Padres."
bringing the liambletonian Clasp. m.
SUNDAY, JULY 28
"Reportedly, an intermediary
sic to Du Quoin, Ill.
Detroit, WiLson 7-8 at Balti12:30-3 p. m. Baseball ...
as conveyed Drysdale's ambi
BOB
Lions to San Diego's club of- anves vs. Phillies . . Ch. 4. more, Hardin 12-5 8 p. m.
Saturdays Games
ficials," the Sporting News said.
Minnesota at Oakland, twi-light
Nothing To It
By JOE GERGEN
pitching, not from running the
SEEKS SECOND VICTORY
FIGHT RESULTS
Chicago at California, night
Drysdale, reached on the
UPI Sports Writer
may
International
United
Press
By
arm
•
Cleveland
aching
at
true.
York
New
West Coast, said, "It's riot
Bob Gibson's
The victory enabled the Cards
Sandy
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. 1f1P5
Boston at Washington
"There's nothing at all to
et be enshrined with
maintain their 124-game' LA CORUNA, Spain fort —
to
baseBuster Mathis, 226%, New Yorit, Detroit at Baltimore, night
it," he told UPI.
Koufax' arthritic elbow in
over the Atlanta Braves, Herb Fitzibbon of Garden City,
lead
The Sporting News sources stopped Jim Beattie, 2444, Minball's medical 'hall of fame.
who beat the New York Mets N. Y. sought his second straight
of
some
7.
neapolis
L•apu•
established
National
pita
be
"would
Drysdale
Koufax
said
4-2. The Cincinnati Reds edged victory over a Spaniard today
W. L. Pct. GB the most remarkable pitching
chins coach for the Padres durthe Pittsburgh Pirates 2-0 in when he met Manuel Santana
Ge—
rtlis
despite
—
Calif.
.657
34
annals
OAKLAND,
65
Louis
of
St.
ing the season at a salary
feats in baseball
the only other National Leag- in a semi-final match of the
left
his
156,
Oakland,
.531
orge
12%
in
Cooper,
46
52
Atlanta
about $15,000 and then would
the painful disease
ue game and the Detroit Tigers Andres Vilarino tennis town&
whiplash
48 45 .516 14
move into the front office, pro- Mopped Billy Marsh, 1634, Las Cin.
elbow and Gibson, the
whipped the Washington Sena- merit.
49 49 .500 15% right-hander of the St. Louis
bably in a public relations ca- Vegas, Nev. 4. Terry Lee, 171, San Fran
tors 4-1 in an American LeagFitz Gibbon beat Jose Luis
outpointed Chicago
Calif.,
49 50 .495 -16
Cardinals, is zeroing in on at ue game halted by rain after
pacity the rest of the year for Concord,
Arilla 5-7, 6-1, 6-4 Thursday,
46 49 .484 17
Floyd Casey, 175, Oakland 10. Phila.
another $15,000."
least one outstanding achieve- 64 innings.
While Santana was ousting JaiPittsburgh 45 51 .469 18% ment, sore arm and all.
Buzzie Bavasi, former generTigers Win
dee Mukerjea of India 6-2, 6LOS ANGELES 775 — Reu- New York 47 54 .465 19
Gibson breezed to his 11th
al manager of the Dodgers and
Joe Sparrna allowed only one
eighth
and
44 54 .449 20% straight victory
now president of the Padres, is ben Navarro, 1304, Los Ange- Los Ang.
hit, a line single by Paul Cas- 2.
les, stopped Ray Adigun, 134, Houston
43 56 .434 22
shutout of the season Thursday anova in the fourth inning and
a close friend of Drysdale.
'Thursday's Results
"Major league rules against Nigeria 10. Waymond Ray 122,
night by beating the Philadel- an unearned run in the first
tampering prevent any direr" Los Angeles, stopped Rual Her- Atlanta 4 New York 2, night
phia Phillies 5-0 on five hits and Jim Northrup blasted his
••••••••-•••••••••••••••••
Cincinnati 2 Pittsburgh 0, night and in the process lowered his 14th and 15th homers as the dd.eaddllohd0•044•••••••••••••••••••••••••
dealing between Bavasi and rera, 1204, Mexico 8.
minisa
night
0,
to
Phila
5
Louis
average
St.
earned run
Drysdale as long as Don is unTigers' hiked their American
Only games scheduled
cule 0.597.
der contract to the Dodgers,"
League to 5% games over the
in
Today's Probable Pitchers
The lowest recorded ERA
the Sporting News reported.
idle Baltimore Orioles The two
Los Angeles, Singer 6-10 at Modern history' was 0.90 set by teams start a three-game series
Prefers Coaching
Good Average
_ —
Feed Schupp of New York in
Collier wrote that Drysdale, . NEW 'YORK 1 UPI)=Sopho- Chicago, Hands 10-5 2:15 p.
ight in Baltimore. Northup's
Rob Ray and Buddy Buckingham announce the purchase of the Don Souder
Cincinnati, Cloninger 2-5 at' 140 innings of the 1916 'season homers accounted for three runs
who recently set major league more Pete Maravich—of LouisiShop for Men and it will be known as Buckingham Ray Ltd. Your_patronage
records with six consecutive ana State University holds the New York Koosrnan 13-6 & p. and the lowest among pitchers In the game, which was delaywho worked 300 or more inn- ed for an hour before being
will be appreciated.
shutouts and 58 consecutive game average scoring _record tn.
San Francisco, Sadecki 9-111 ings was 1.14 set by the great called.
scoreless innings, "would rather among the nation's major colWashington
be pitching coach for San Di- lege basketball teams, averag- at Houston, Lernaster 8-10 '8:30 Walter Johnson of
Joe Torre's first home run in
in 1913. Gibson already has 11 games, a three-run blast
^.1 ego's new National League team ing 438 points per game dur- p.
St. Louis, Briles 11-7 and hurled 188 innings this season. which climaxed 'a four-run sixnext season than earn $100,000 ing the 1967-88 season.
Phenomenal Record
Nelson 1-1 at Pittsburgh, Blass
th, lifted the Braves over the
"My arm ached before the Mets. All of Atlanta's runs were
8-2 and 'Bunning 4-11 2, 8:00
Gibconceded
game tonight,p. m.
unearned as the result of Ed
Atlanta, Pappas 5-7 and son who has allowed only two Charles two-out error on Festretch
Johnson 5-5 at Philadelphia, runs in a phenomenal
lix Millan's grounders.
James 3-3 and Wise 6-7 2, 8.05 of 92 innings. "Usually I get Don Pavletich, who failed to
sixth
the
in
ache
of
itind
.
that
p.
hit safely against Pittsburgh all
or seventh inning. Tonight, it last season, stroked a run-scorSaturday's Games
This includes all Summer Stock — not just
warming
still
was
I
came while
Los Angeles at Chicago
Rising crime rate creates highly profitable opportunity as intering single during a two-run
up in the bullpen."
nationally famous electronic corporation meets demand for
hand picked Items — all new styles
St. Louis at Pittsburgh
fourth inning as the Reds resecurity alarm systems by expanding existing franchised
Gibson, who hasn't lost since
Cincinnati at New York. night
straight
win.
their
sixth
corded
organization. $2,500 capital required backed by guarantee of
May 28, pitched his 12th straAtlanta at Phila., night
success or refund of investment. No experience necessary.
ight complete game, struck out
San Fran at Houston, night
We train you.
SUITS
six to raise his season total to
For complete information write giving your phone number to:
145 and tied Luis Tient of the Royal Winners -NEW YORK ,UPI) — Both
Cleveland Indians for the maBorenstein-Bennett of New Haven
P.O. Box 329(Dept.
) Springfield, N. J. 07081
jor league lead in shutouts. present King Olav of Norway
Single Game Record
Reg. $84.95 Suits — 1/2 Price
Now $42.48
of
Constantine
King
and
vicNEW YORK (UPI) — Bill His string of 11 successive
Bradley, former Princeton all- tories, which boosted his re- Greece are Olympic medal
Reg. $79.95 Suits — 40% Off
Now $47.88
tied a team re- winners at yachting.
IMN• 4INE• America, holds the single game cord to 14-5,
Reg. $69.95 Suits — 40
Off
scoring- record in an NCAA cord set by Ted Wilks in 1944
Now $41.88
championship basketball tour- and left him eight shy of the Indoor Football
Reg. $64.95 Suits
40% Off
_. Now $38.88
NEW YORK , UPI)—Fordnament when he threw in 58 major league record for one
points in the Tigers' 118-82 season shared by T. J. Keefe ham and Marquette will meet
Reg, $59.95 Suits — Vs Price
_ Now $29.98
win over Wichita in 1965
and Rube Marquard, both of in an indoor football garlic at
New York, in the dead-ball Convention Hall. Atlantic City,
Reg. $55.00 Suits — /
2 Price
1
Now $27.50
NJ., on Saturday. Nov 23 It
Distinction
era.
NEW YORK UPI — Only
"I'm tired again," said the will be the first indoor football
two teams which were not 32-year-old Gibson who had two game ever played by both
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ranked in the top 10 at the end doubles, drere in a run 4nd schools and only the second
•Oil
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matic
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.
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THERE'S A FRIENDLY
NEW MAN LAING
to MURRAY!
WATCH FOR HIM!
He'll have
TERRIFIC VALUES
FOR YOUR
CAR
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Summer Clearance Sale

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Earn $15,000430,000 Per Annum
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DRAFT CHOICE SIGNED
LATROBE, Pa. rIlIt --- Mike
Taylor, Pittsburgh's first draft
choice, agreed to terms with the
Steelers Thursday.
The 6-foot-4, 245-pound forer Southern California often.
sive tackle, recovered from recent knee surgery, baked at
signing an earlier contract be.
cause the terms were too low

GOING ON VACATION?
Let Us Safety Check Your Car!
Offering our . . .

:- FREE AIR CONDITIONER INSPECTION
for all

your

- Holcomb

service

needs, see .

Chevrolet, Inc:

Rill Wilson. service m

r.

-

Murra

K

•

_ENDS TUESDAY, JULY 30

Reg. $7.50 to $7.95

Now $4.95 or 2 for $ 9.50 - 3 for $13.50

Reg. $6.50 to $6.95

Now $395 or 2 for $ 7.26,- 3_ fcr $1050

lOSEF41 E. LEVINE
MIKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TURMAN

AI1NeikWear

Fall Sweaters - Cardigans &

ANNE.BANCROFT DUSTIN HOFFMAN KATHARINE ROSS
cK HENRY PAUL SIMON
cAl....PER WILLINGHAM
TURMAN
.RENCE
I.M
SJMON GARFUNKEL
CHNKOtoft PANAvISION
MIKE NICHOLS

% Price

Pull Overs

ePurkingliatti

- THE
'GRADUATE

-1 2 Prier

Stripes & Clubs

Xtb.

Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center
9:00 A.M. To 6:00 P.M.
Monday - Saturday
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TIME
TIRE LEDGER
•tie• WNW,
refreshments were served t o
Phone 763-1917 or 7113-9947
the guests by the hostess, &satiated by Katherine Hudspeth.
Those attending were: Mesdames Charles Turnbow, Glenn
Mansfield
Farmer,
Nanney,
Steve Tricarico, Philip Rogers,
Jerry Wallace, Jerry Henry,
Miss Donna Feldman and grandmother of Mr. Ward, Mrs. J.
0. Edwards, the honoree, the
mothers and hostess. Ottani
who were unable to attend NO
'•
gifts.

Miss Sandra Lynn Barrett Pledges Vows
Brown
With Van A. Faith At the Altona Church Miss Janet With
Honored
Is
On Friday Lovely Coke Party
Shower
of the bride,
cousin
Barrett,
Brown, of Prince- Honors Bride-elect
Janet
Miss
Sandra
of
Miss
Tne wedding
bridesmaids.
• ••

as
ton, August 25th bride-elect of
Lynn Barrett and Van A. Faith attended her
They wore full-length yellow Joe Darrell Ward, was honored
A Coke party honoring Miss
was solemnized Friday evening
gowns identical to the with a lovely linen shower on Rogina Blackwood, bride-elect
June 21, at Altona Baptist brocade
honor. They carried co- Friday night, July 19th at the of Ronald Baker was held SatChurch. Rev. Bill Cox perform- maid of
bouquets of white carna- home of Mrs. Glen Grogan, sis- urday, July 20, at the lovely
lonial
ceremony.
double-ring
ed the
tinted with yellow. Their ter of the groom-to-be.
new tome of Mrs. Gene Paul
The bride is the daughter of tions
were bands designheadpieces
Miss Brown chose to wear King on Belmont Drive. AssistMr. and Mrs. Woodrow Barrett
ed with the dress material and from her trousseau a yellow ing Mrs. King as hostesses were:
of Calvert City, formerly of
matching illusion.
knit coat dress, with matching Mesdames Cecil Fitts, Gene
Murray Route One, and the
Sherry Faith, niece of yellow shoes. Her hostesses' gift Parker and Ruth Blackwood.
Miss
and
Mr.
of
son
the
groom is
the groom, was flower girl. She corsage was of white and yelMrs. Woodrow Faith of GilbertsThe bride-elect, mother wore
wore a full-length gown identi- low summer flowers. Her moville.
to the bridesmaids. Her ther, Mrs. Richard Brown and an aqua blue dacron dress and
cal
A program of nuptial music
headpiece was designed of yel- her mother-in-law to be, Mrs. was presented a rose corsage.
was presented by the Smith
low baby roses with matching .Joe Pat Ward, were presented Miss Blackwood wore a beige
CarMiss
and
Quartet,
Brothers
illusion. She carried a lace- gift corsages of white carna- print and was presented a daisy
.
--cilya T.p1eL arganist.
'corsage.
basket with yellow tions.
trimmed
beexchanged
The vows were
streamers and droppwhite
and
At gifts were displayed on
fore an arch at the altar deco:
Mrs. James Thurmond preed rose petals preceding the a table overlaid with a white
rated with ivy and orange blosMiss Blackwood with
bride.
cloth and centered with an ar- sented
soms. Palms, fern, and beauty
George Faith, brother of the rangement of wedding hells, perfumed rose petals, gathered
on
were
roses
white
baskets of
groom, served as best man. topped with a white dove. Ar- in illusion and tied with satin
eitlier side of the arch. The canwere Jerry Parker, rangements of summer flowers ribbons, from a party previous
Groomsmen
designed•
delabra were each
and Lonnie Bar- were placed throughout the ly given by Mrs. Thurmond.
Beth,
Howard
with ivy and a white bow. Famthe bride. Cab- house.
of
brother
rett,
ily pews were marked with
The honoree was presented
Barrett and
Gerald
were
ers
As the guests arrived, Leslee
white bridal bows. The kneelceramic chafing dish by the
a
the
of
brothers
Jerry Barrett;
Grogan pinned a wedding bell hostesses Each guest brought a
ing bench was covered with
of
nephew
bride. 'Craig Faith.
on each one with their ;tame favorite recipe for the honowhite satin and had a boxwood
the groom. served as ringbear- on it.
garland
ree.
er.
Games were enjoyed with
Preceding the ceremony, the
Mrs.
and
Rogers
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs. Philip
Those guests attending were:
candles were lighted and the
Farmer receiving the Mesdames Cletus Colson, Nix
white carpet rolled by Gerald Hrs. Barrett selected a two- Mansfield
Harris, Rue Nix, Tommy Payne,
Barrett mod Jerry Barrett, bro- piece ensemble of hot pink sat- prizes.
in covered with lace designed
Miss Brown opened her love- Jerry Bolls, Kenneth Grogan,
thers of the bride.
delightful
which
after
by
Elegant
Miss
of
C-ahfornia._,
gifts,
ly
James Thurmond and Carrol
The bride. given in marriage
Her accessories were white and
Lassiter.
by her father. wore a semi-fita corsage of white carnations
ted. A-line gown of peau de
tinted with hot pink was pinned
scie with a lace bodice and
- at her shoulder.
0-see-quarter length bell-ship
Mrs. Faith chose for her son's
Zir
(d sleeves of scalloped lace.
rrr,
wedding an off-white dress with
The chapel-length train was at.
mint
green
accessories.
A
corpleats,
r
r
with
back
the
at
tached
sage of white carnations tinted
The train was designed of lace
With mint green was pinned at
and lined with peau de soie.
her shoulder.
She wore an elbow-length veil
Miss Susan Charlton kept the
of silk illusion attached by a
guest register.
headpiece of sequins and pearls.
Immediately following the
She carried a cascade bouquet
ceremony, a reception was heldsteph.
with
carnations
.4 white
at Union Hall. Miss Linda Bartoots and white streamers tied
rett, Mrs. Janice Barrett, Mrs.
.n love knots.
Beverly Barrett, sisters-in-law
Miss Rhonda •Willie attended
of the bride, and Mrs. Marilyn
:he bride as maid of honor.
Faith, sister-in-law of the groom
;She wore a full-length gown of
served at the table.
carShe
•brocade,
mint green
After the reception, the couried a colonial bouquet of
ple left for a short wedding
- white carnations tinted mint
trip. For traveling, the bride
green. Her headpiece was a
wore a yellow dress designed
mint green rose and matching
by Betty Barclay, with white
accessories.
Mrs. Glynda Parker, Mn.
By Abigail Van Buren
They will make their home
Charlene Smith, Mrs. Shirley
Teal,
where
he
is
at
Ft.,
%Blins,
Mrs.
bride,
Snuth, sisters of the
DEAR ABBY If you knew positively thk your sister's
now serving in the U.S. Army.
Ste Newton and Miss Saundra
• • •
husband had been keeping another woman for 7 or 8 years,
would you take on the sad task of telling your sister'
Many other people know it. and she is bound to find out
someday, and then she will know that we knew it, too

FAIR QUEEN AND HEX COURT — The Purchase District
Queen and her court are pictured Tuesday night after

Fair

ladsponsored Purchase District Fair Queen
Contest. Pictured left to right are: Linda BIllington, Murray,

by Edward Kwberts
WISH YOU COULD
CHANGE YOUR DECORATING SCHEME OR MOOD?
Many people would like to
enliven their interiors with
a fresh new
look, but feel
that • msoor
renew e eat
just isn't Maw
Able
You don't
have to dart
Ilan over to
create a. DEW
look and atmosphere Details
can alter a mood or create a
style. Take the striking Spanish style. One fine piece. like
a lovely chest with hand-carved doors, can set the tone.
Fick it up and expand it with
a deft detail of wrought iron
here, a Spanish or Mexican
artifact there. Result? With
a few pieces, and at small expense, a contemporary room
a-ill suddenly take on the atmosphere of a castle in Spam.
You can suggest an Oriental flavor in your room setting
in the same way, with just a
few light touches, or change
a period setting into some-.
thing different by adding contemporary touches
For that special piece of
furniture that can do ao
much to give new beauty, elegance and style to your decor;
come in and browse through
our fine furniture displays,
you're always welcome at
EtsrIX INTERIORS.

•

Mrs. Michael Miller, was the
hostess for a household shower in honor of Miss Patsy Falwell. August bride-elect of Danny Pittman. The event was
held on Tuesday, July 23, at
7.30 p.m.. at the Miller home
on the New Concord Highway.
Miss Falwell chose to wear
for the occasion a pink voile
dress trimmed in pink lace. Her
accessories were black patent.
Games were played and the
bride-to-be opened her gifts
from a table covered with a
-blue linen cloth.
Refreshments of cake, punch,
nuts and mints were served
from a table covered in white.
Centering the table was a paper bride doll with candles placed on each side. Crystal and silappointments completed
ver
the table setting.
Fifteen friends of the brideelect were present or sent
gifts.
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HOLLYWOOD , U P 1 )- --- Colleen's Debut • .
"Peanuts." including Charlie
HOLLYWOOD (UP1)—S11Brown and Snoopy, will be ead Cusack. a 20-year-old Irilli
converted to a full-length fea- beauty, will make her movie
ture cartoon for theaters with debut in "Alfred the Great,"
A Boy Named-Charlie Brown." shooting in Galway
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Allow her her pride and keep quiet. And should she in time

she knows. be "big" and don't chime in with those
• N.
who would say. -I knew it all along."

Grand Ole
15 Dorsi
"
*30 Ernest Tutt The Fr wooer
.40501o00
00 Wilburn e•ei.
:13 Show
- 31) Those
News
:45 Slonemene

DEAR ABB'Y' I am a 15-year-old girl and I am waiting for
a guy who is overseas in the service (Let's call him Morey.. I
don't have an engagement ring or anything like that, but I
promised Morey I would wait for him, so that's what I am
doing.
Well, there is a guY Morey used to run around with Ilet's
call him Herman]. and Herman comes over and takes me out
just to keep me from going nuts. Anyway, it started out that
way Now. Herman tells me he thinks he is in love with me,
altho I told Hermap from the start that I was waiting fer
Morey and I think fshim only as a friend.
Don't get me wrong. Herman hasn't tried anything, but he
is starting to like me too much for his own good. I don't want
to quit seeing Herman because he's really a nice guy and a girt--'
could go nuts sitting borne all the time writing letters.
Nly mother says I shouldn't be going out at all. but I can't
See any harm in it as long as I don't lead anybody on. What do
you think? I don't want to hurt Herman.
WAITING.FOR MOR-EY
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THE TWO SURVIVORS of the musical entertainers Brandk:
Perry and the Bubble Machine ambushed in south Vietnamr
recuperate in a Saigon hospital. They are Jack Bone, 18. Los
Angeles, and Paula Levine, 20, North Hollywood, Calif.
(Hophoto)
Three others were killed in the ambush
, R,,
,

Fe Ova.,"

45

wife usually knowis. -but she Is

DEAR BEEN: Yes. A husband and wife many years
and united by common interests. may become so one
in purpose and thought that a common purse would be as
natural to them as a common bed or dinner table. But before
marriage, or immediately after, the man who begins to ask a
woman for the use of her purse shows himself to he larkIng
more than mom.),

M;stetritogierg.
Neichh.r load
rOni Gude,

i" S
Ma
"Ica
Su
•

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

reasons known only to her.

'DEAR ABBY You said. "There is one type of man I have
never known to be strong, reliable and trustworthy, and he is
the man who would ask for a loan of money from the Woman
.
,•,.
- he loves:7
Are there NO egceptions?
BEEN THERE

--..
ft 9 Piclur•
u s ....
Fo s cir.

Me

wo.ra

--ati— • — ' --M.re/ion
CI..

I belong to the "not to tell" school. There are exceptions.

DE.A.H W#1-TING: Nfaybe you think of Herman as "only a
friend." but he obsiously has other ideas about you. I don't
bows how you figure sou are "waiting" for Morey, when you
are going with Herman If a girl "waits- for a fellow, she waits
alone
without -going nuts.- Don't worry about hurting
Herman. I hose an idea he can take care of himself.

I Law.Lace
..
On To See

:13
"
.30-11a$00a I I.
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0118015 v
Broadcast
00 PniloOtiohia
Mnviit
:30
"
.
"A Cruid Is
.45
Wait's,"
- 15 Baseball
Judy Garland

DE:AR SISTERS: There are two schools of thought. To tell

on a brave fare for

fair activities during the remainder of the week.
.photo by Joe Hayden)
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and rot to tell.
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HER SISTERS

.64--courscs.- In -most cases the
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InDA-TV ItILACTi WSIX-TY MODN-TV

To Tell or Not to
That's the Question l'

Nome
k•ecorathejt
?kw

in

Channel 4 Channel 5 Channel 8 Channel 2

%

Mrs. Michael Miller
Hostess For Shower

selected by a panel of judges from 65 lovely young

being

ies

1st runner-up; Aleta Thacker, Mayfield, 1968 Fair Queen;
Sharon 0"Daniel, Calvert City, 3rd runner-up; and Rita Craven, Fulton, 4th runner-up;Que Duncan, Benton, 2nd runnerup is not pictured. The Queen and her court will reign over

4

REV. BILL BOND
EVANGELIST
•
MR. BOB PASCHALL .:
SONG LEADER
JULY 28 - AUG. 3
•
Nightly at 7:30
THE PUBLIC IS INV1I ti)
Rev. W. Ed Glover, pastor

I

4lations Inielsed;

•
Comeback
HOLLY WOOD

—Pats

ty McCormack: formei 'child
star making a comeback. completed -The Young Runaways"
and will star in the road comIn the
pany of
Barefoot
•.
park"

DON'T yet) tØ-ro
h+IRLEY IARDEN
Co.gee
AND tg ET A c00 1:14
Lout/xi
sprewieLeie_ Lire Inib
WHY

GAR!

Wanted

SIN CI

married,

Boy to deliver

papers in
Murray

=IF
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TERIORS

Northside Shopping
Cc iter
Flume 753-1474

AND

OPEN THURSDAY
FREDA Y NIGHTS
UNTIL 11•011

CONFIDENTIAL TO ARNIE:

mass life when he shouldn't
K. 12I When he can.

There are-twotimes

In

a

gamble. III When be can't afford

-." Everybody has a problem. WItai'lt yours? For a personal
'THE 2thlD HEART tr,sniplant H reply write to Abby. Box 691011, Los
--A•geles, Cal., 96069 and
;...ta•nt. oaetan Par IS 4,-- 'Wale a stamped. sell-addressed
tip in Ilk bed in Montt 1..1 I
'•
•
H. iii.Ho.pital He ieceived
HATE TO WRITE unTIORST SEND SI TO ABBY, Bo
gis..-Yrraft
2h,Con..
SEW LOS ANGELES. CAL,. fee0, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLIT.
i'rii
h 4•14•T
-HOW,TO WRITE I ETTERS FOR ALI, OCCASIONS"

•

See Mr. Skes
at
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Local News
The membership or the Calloway County Pistol Club
is growing fast as they added eight new members last
Monday night, bringing the total membership to 19, and
the club was only a week old at the time.
The new members are Jack Wilcox, Earl T. Stalls,
Max E. Morris, Richard G. Sims, Tommy Jones, Robert
W. Jones, George Willis, and Charles Finney.
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Did you know that you can catch fish with bumble
bees? I didn't either, but a fellow from Michigan and
Tennessee by the name of Red Bradford passed this tip
Ettore tome.
f!ro out and catch several bees in a glass jar, (this
Is tits hard part, because I know that I would get stung).
Secure the jar to a line and let it down into the water.
You then Maki, around age near the jar. The sound of
the bees buzzing is supposed to attract the fish, and
while they are seeing what is going on they will bite at

Brandk
fietnam
18. Los
Calif
ophoto)

Fishing Kentucky Lake's drop offs produced this limit
catch of bass for Milton Taylet of Madison. Taylor was casting Calvin Pearce's Streak-O-Lean worm to make the catch.
A 4,7 pounder is tops on the catch.

your hook.
I- have never tried this but Red claims that it works
like a charm, and he has been fishing for several years.
Anyway, it should be worth a try.
Now about the part of Red being from Michigan and
Tennessee, both. He was born in Tennessee, lived in
Detroit for several years, and moved back to Tennessee
last week.
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Buddy Tubbs of Nashville holds the 8's pound largemouth
bass his father. Granville Tubbs caught a few weeks back
on Kentucky Lake. Tubbs made the catch on a ('hugger Spook
surface lure fishing Bass Bay.

SANT.

THIS STRING of striped bass was caught by Joe Allen, 205 Park Ave.(above), and his
fishing partner, Dr. Joe E. Winfrey, 198 Park Ave. They were caught above the dam at
Kentucky Dam Wednesday night, June
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FRIENDS
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Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Highway 68

4th & POPLAR

5th & rum %II

INCORPORAT ID

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Your VW
Dealer

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
CORP. LINE
COMPLETE CHRYSLER
DEPENDABLE USED CARS
PHONE 753-1372

CARROLL

Phone 753-1650
Murray, Ky.
00 Chestnut Street

;MY RUE

AUTO

Harmon Whitnell
STANDARD
OIL

'tISUJ4MAI'I'S HEADQVARTERY,"
,.pr Thesitit TVs
Char44itt Street

100 Sporting Goods
Murray, Ky.

Bulk Distributor

Phone 153-2571
1109

•

LYNN

and

and

BETTY

JOYCE

WARNER'S
DRIVE-IN

Aurora, Ky.

tARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
TOMMY

LEWIS

rOtt/P

Avenge

WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

I MAJOR

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS,OLTR
MAJOR BUSINESS" '

HUTSON

•

Call Any Time

753-1933

We Have All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled
Located W Rafirnoiel AVelnlle

•

LIBERTY
Super Market

Po USED CARS
a.." MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5862 *

Murray's Largest and Most—Modern Market

CAIN & TAYLOR

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps,

GULF SERVICE

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucry

6th and Main straw
Murray, Kentucky
FEEBLE TAYLOR

•

C. & CALM. JR

•

•

t•
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By JACK WOL18TON
NEW YORK iUFD — The
British report a new zest in

Tram the }OTC' published by coward-McCana. Inc Copyright F 1967.
MS by Dorothy Eden. Distributed by Kiss Features' Syndicata
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BROTHERS MEET 48 YEARS LATER It's a joyous reunion in
Hillside, N J as Shmul Pogrebinsky left and his brother,
Samuel Bensky, meet for the first tints in 48 years. Shmul
flew front Russie in new Moscow-to-New York air service.

DISARMING - With the 17-nation Disarmament Conference
.on again in Geneva. Soviet negotiator Alexei A. Roshchin
Oen' and William C. Foster, chief U.S. negotiator, look
(C.iblephotol
fairly disarming as they read a niesgage.

boating and boatbuilding in
that country stemming from •
number of recent feats by British yachtsmen.
These British triumphs include two solo, world-circling
coyages in sailing craft by
Francis Chichester and Alec
Rose, both of whom later were
honored with knighthood. and
a victory by Geoffrey Williams
In record time in the 1988 single-handed trans-Atlantic race.
AccOrding to a word from
London, this surge of enthusiasm in pleasure boating will be
reflected in the British exhibits
this year at the Marine Trades
Exhibition in ChicagO, Sept.
19-22.
New boats, new ideas to improve established craft and
new equipment of every kind
will be displayed by some 17
British firms at the show,
which is a trade-only exhibit,
closed to the public. and Presents the first mass unveiling CM
new industry products and
services that will be available
in 1989.
Among the British products
that will interest Americans
who like to sail but like power
too is a dual purpose cruiser
which the manufacturer claims
is equally at home under sail
or under power with the Mesta
removed.
ni
Designed by Ian Hannay,
former Olympic helmsman and
known as a '0-class. the 25ee
foot fiberglass craft has two
cabins, each with two berths, a
head, galley and open cockpit,
and boasts such refinements as
an oil-fired range and oil-fired
central heating.
Conversion from one form to
the other is said to take little
time. The mast, which can be
fitted into a tabernacle if required, can be removed WIC-WY
and all rigging cleared to turn
the boat into a motor cruiser.
Bermudan or Gunter rigs are
available and power is provided
by an inboard Waterman diesel engine. Under power, the
craft will turn within 40 feet
and steering can be either by
tiller or wheel.
Another new British product
that will be shown for the first
time in the United States at
Chicago is a Beaufort heel
boat which is claimed to be a
boa
new
approach to inflatable

r

.
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REPUBLICANS HAVE UNCROSSED WIRES, TOG Three members of the Electrical Workers
picket the Miami Beach Convention Hall, where the Republican National Convention
opens Aug 5, in a jurisdictional dispute with the CBS television network In Chicago.
the Democratic National Convention is having similar trouble
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:VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING —
*SUBTRACTING MACHINE
*NOW ONLY $9950

e*44z,

machine,
& Here's a versatile, ail purpose—adding
designed to eve years of dependable trouble
tree performance This compact. 10 Key
Champion lists 7 column* and- totals 8
(999.999 991) You'll find the Champion easy
operat
.. and cOnvenient to use, electric
ortless
makes figurework fast and eff
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NOT AT EASE — This photo
made by a fellow soldier
shows Italian 1)ALuciano
Abbasso tied to a tree
Rome as punishment for be.
ing late in returning a special uniform he wore in a
military parade. Mounted artillery Capt. Antonio Granata, who allegedly inflicted
the punishment, was arrested and charged with abuse
of authority by military au-

in

Only 3.5 per cent of Chile's
etindinte its durabilits
tribmillion people are pure Inuted to 'the Roman met: 'el or
dian.:'according to- official 115stipportine bettere a ith
full tents
(Irene only half of a t.t h
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Phone 753-12/2
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Rave It — We WEI Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
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Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!
in

That means you need only look to PCA for
your Short and intermediate-term Credit needs—

Huts(

no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.

Mum

In addition, you have the advantage of consettatiOn
With specialists In both credit and farming
Who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs low! This is one big reason

Billy Mo
Sou

Why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO RUSINESSI

Keys Keel
•

PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 N. 4th

Pb 753-5602
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Call
In
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Inglue

COLONEL-CHICKEN
of Kentucky, Inc.
is coming to

Authori
Fiberf

MURRAY!
.follow the crowd to
Chestnut Street
next dtfor to the

West End

theatre.
The Site is selected, ground broken. construction underway. Soon we'll be

open for business. Be sure to attend our Grand Opening so you can sample
the grandest chicken ever (if you haven't already). The secret's in the
marinade at Colonel Chicken. It's a special formula that shoots juicy tender
nets all the way through. The outside's pretty special too
so try us.
We'll tett you when we're opew for chicken business ;
- "--- bot-it we forget
-:

Kenti

to mention it, just follow the crowd to

Fr es
Open 7
Aurora

•
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Sunday
Wore) I
Tratnir
Even in
Wisdnel
Rudy I
Osrrls,

Cons.ciervablet depth
aridencc).,.-acf e deeper

HRISTIAN SCIENC
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 cm. and
Wednesday at 1100 p.m.
— ALL WELCOME —
The Bible Speaks to You
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
Sunday at 8:15 a.m.

Sunday
Morning
Tratrilni
levanlna
Prayer
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ANNOUNCEMENT

lelt i Ce
hemiL
GT:id tW
tupriytelB e -the
linds
Romans built the Pont' FabnAlmost 80 per cent of Texas
no from the east bank ef 'the
Tiber to the island The educt natural gas comes from gas
bridge in Rome it : still wells, the rest from oil wells.

Ai

LAWN Cat
mow Issu.3r)
e-

The nine-foot boat, unlike
conventional inflatable boats,
has a bullt-in fiberglass floor
which eliminates loose floorboards and allows the boat to
be folded into one complete
package. Skegs are molded Into
the fiberglass bottom to give
additional directional stability
and protection when beachin:
A high-speed, general pui pose runabout, it is seed to be
equally suitable as a ski boat.'
a safety or club rescue boat or
as a yacht tender. The manufacturer says speeds in excess
of 40 miles per hour are possible and the -boat is capable
12iteSerrettelode
IeavellFortes
Abe
as
A CROWD GATHERS
of planing with four or five
which is considMary Committee hearing in Washington
people aboard.
U.S.
of
justice
chief
ering his elevation fron. associate to
The company will also show
a mini-heel boat-6'e feet —
which has a built-in transom
with room for two adults and
two children and can be used
with oars or outboard engine.
Weighing less than 30 pounds,
it can be rolled up and stowed
in a kit bag.
While it won't ne launched
Until the 1970 season, the British are building a 71-foot fiberglass yacht which they say is
ROME 'UPI —This ancient visible above the water as a
expected to be by far th
city is home for so many aiv. supporting arch.
world's largest to go into se
cient marvels, so why not elm
They built the Ponte Cestio ries production.
of the world's first man-made frcm the
west bank using the
The 27 1 2-ton. ketch-rigg
islands?
same method, but it has been Ocean 71 will have a beam o
The Isola Tlberina is the Ti- reconstructed and reinforced 17 feet and
an 8-foot draft. I
ber river's only island in Rome. since ancient times.
will be fitted with a 100 hot
and historians believe it was
The Romans sculpted the is- power diesel engine.
formed from silt that collected land into the
The price ifterg--$158,006
shape of a ship
when ancient Etruscans dbmp- with a prow
pointing north. the factory.
ed broken pots used for ship- This was to
honcr Aesculallius
ping grain.
and the ship that brought him
- One theory is that the Re- to Rome -mans decided to build -Men'
Sick persons were brought to
city here in the 8th. 'century his temple in hopes of
seeing
B.C. because the island made the god in their dreams and
It easier to bridge the river
hearing him prescribe a cure.
Not much was done with the
Today the island retains its
Isola .Tiberina until the 3rd ship-Iiite shape and there is
century B.C._ when a great still a sculpture of a serpent
plague se-em Rome. leaving on the wall that forms part
thousands dead. the Romans of the prow. Besides the hosprayed to the * Greek gee of pital.' there is a cherch, a
medicine. Aesculapius, who was pharmacy, a mattress shop,.a
•
said to have reincarnated : im- bar and a restaurant.
self as a serpent which was
There are aLso a few apartfound there as the lShiue
ments' ranging from run -Mown
abated in 291 B.0
•
places to renovated
apartThe grateful Romans adopt- ments with expensive furnishhim as
ings and high rents.
an dheb
n st
twn
ro
iuil
edh
medicinea
Except for much hours when
the
on
to him
islanck which cars rumble over the 2,009has been connected with the year-old bridges, the island is
medical was ever since
quiet now as it must have been
pilgrims' hospital a as In Roman times and•the Mid.A
built there in the Middle Ages dle Ages when the Sick came
and now it is the home ef the to be cured—a.s they still do
Fatebenefratelli (Brothers of today.

Ship-Shape Island
Is Rome Landmark
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i
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He just asked if I hadn't been
voice of the clerk said. ''A call
for you," and immediately the surprised that Otto could find a
other voice came. "Is that you. parson so quickly.
"I didn't think about it. DraLuise7 This is Erik Winther."
suppose
"Erik," I said faintly_ "How gor is a small place. I
anyone could tell him where to
did you know I was here"
find one"
"My mother telephoned me
"But today it wasn't so
from Maaneborg She said you easy,"
little
a
were
they
and
had left,
"How did you know!"
anxious about you, as you were
"Well, for one thing, you had
travel.
for
strong
still not very
to wear dark glasses to hide
your eyes which were not full
"I am perfectly strong for
triumph_ Mind you, you are
traveling, thank you."
foolish to waste tears on Otto,
"So she asked me to see you who is a traitor. anyway."
"You mean trickster."
in Copenhagen.'' Erik went on
"Whichever word. Neither is
calmly. "Perhaps we could have
dinner this evening 7"
pleasant."
"The man in the hotel at
Could I trust another Win.
Dragor looked just as you do
ther 7
"Wash your face and I will when he talked about Otto. I
meet you downstairs in thirty asked him if he didn't recognize
the name Count Otto Vinnther.
minutes."
Before I could refuse, he had and he became furtive. Why?"
"Well, perhaps my brother
hung up.
a room--"
• • •
doesn't endear himself. You
-And why would Count Otto
that already._ He had
---Wirrther net-have been -a- wel- --Now, Leasevelly-zziotnensaid
to be
come guest in your hotel?" I you intended going to Dragor found someone to pretend
a soynepraest. to pretend to
today. Did you?"
asked.
sign a marriage certificate.
"Yes. I did."
Herre Frolich showed no sur"This is where.,you say Otto Doesn't that prove his bad charprise at my question. but was
acter 7"
married you:"
not to be drawn.
"But why did he do it?"
-That you must ask him your-. "This is where Otto married
"What happened after this
me."
self, madam."
"I'm sorry. I didn't mean to strange marriage ceremony?
And a fine chance I had of
put it like that. I wasn't doubt- You went to the Kongelige Hobeing answered. I thought.
tel? Did Otto sign his own name
I puzzled about this new de- ing you."
"But you were. You still are. in the hotel register"
velopment as I warily walked
that, too." I said
off to catch the bus. Had Otto You didn't believe my story any- "You know
drearily. "Of course he didn't
used a false name, not because more than anyone else did.''
"It was a strange story." Erik But why was he so secretive?"
he wanted to hide my identity.
"I expect you had kept him
but because he must hide his said. "You must admit that.
And since you had had such a waiting too long," Erik said in
own
Herre Frolich would be about bad knock on the head, we • factual voice.
"Assuming that ceremony at
the same age as Otto, or a little could surely be forgiven for
-Dragor really was a fake, do
older Did he remember some being a little surprised by It,
you think that Otto genuinely
scandal about Otto' It seemed' After all, why didn't you tell it
Intended to marry me at Maanethat I was as little likely to find when you were in full possesborg7 Before the accident hapthat out as I was to obit out my *ion of your senses"
"It was a secret. I was re- pened, that is."
own affairs. —
"It seemed so. I don't know."
On the half -hour bus ride meeting Otto's wishes. Now I
Erik filled my wine glass once
back to Copenhagen, I was near no longer have to do that."
"It didn't occur to you to dis- too often, for when we got
to giving up. As soon as Tun
ready to leave the restaurant,
sent me some money, I would trust Otto"
"Why should it" He had been everything swam a little, the
fly to London. I would put all
courting me pretty assiduously colored lights threaded like a
this out of my mind.
necklace around the hoaey tree
I walked wearily into the Ho- since we met in Majorca."
trunks, the golden cascade of
_
'Courting?"
tel d'Angleterre thinking .ar
"An old - fashioned word we the fountains, the faces of the
nothing but a hot bath. and
people pressing past. The ban
some supper in my room. The use in England."
"It means serious 'Men- loon seller, I noticed, had had a
clerk at the desk, handing me
successful eveeing. He had a
my key, said that a gentleman tions?"
His voice was gently humor- bare dozen of his airy treasures
had been telephoning. He hadn't
left. He thrust them toward
left a name. He said that he out, and I thought he was
laughing at me I said shortly, Erik and me as we came down
would call again.
the steps of the restaurant, urgOtto. I thought with distaste.."I am neither naive nor a prude,
trig us. in a hoarse, slightly
He was curious about what I . It just happens I wanted a hosband, not a lover. And Otto. drunken voice to buy one. Erik
had been doing
took my arm firmlY, and walked
I walked across the elegant made it pretty clear ee wanted
past the too-eager vendor.
foyer of the hotel toward the a wife. I had to follow the law Me
For la moment we stared at
lift. I realized -clearly for the and be a resident here for six
one another. My brain, muddled
first time the disaster that had weeks, and at the end'bf that
with weariness and too much
time we found ourselves in Drahappened to me.
wine, struggled with a vague
• • •
got, and Otto simply didn't want
signal of alarm.
me to wait any longer. Neither did
The telephone beside
buzzed wrenching me out of my I. Sc Otto was clever enough to
Luise receives an ominous
self-absorption,
find a parson, a sogseproslt. as
- I automatically picked it up, you call him, who would marry phone cs1L
then wished I hadn't as the us privately, and there it was.- ITo Be Capitalised Tomorrow)
From the oi•vel published by Coward-McCana Inc. Copyright C 1967. 1968 by Dorothy
Distributed by King Features Synclica!,
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CHAP'rER 20
AD Otto Winther anticipated every move I was going to make" Had he never
meant us to be married properly
at all, not even in the church
at Maaneborg'
-8°7 Is it correct?" Herre
FroLich was asking anxiously.
-No," I said. "It seems my
husband was anxious not to be
recognized. He is very modest.
He refuses to use his title, too.
He is Count Otto Wintber of
Ilaaneborg., Perhaps you have
heard of hien?"
Herre FroItch's light blue eyes
seemed to grow more prominent
In his surprise. Then, in a very
curious way they became cool
and aloof as if, all at once. I
was a complete stranger
"Jo." he said briefly -I have."
He slammed the register shut.
-Then if madam doesn't require

tet.LMAY
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LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Reheret H. Bates. patator
10:00
School
Sunday
11 :00 a.CIL
Preaohing

•

anlVerJarn 53

sg f2 fiffee Calk &gem
Church
Announcement,
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Bill Knight, pastor
Sunday School
10.00
Morning Worship
11:00
Training Union
7:30
Evening Worship
7:50 p.m.
Prayer Service
7:00 p.m

•

•

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Res. Leon Penick, pastor
..... 10.00 a.m.
, School .
Sunda.)
10•00 men.
Worship Service
6:80 ,p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
730 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Rudy Barnett, S.S. Supt.. Pant Wayne
Garrison. rraining Union Director.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
e. William M. Porter, pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
pm.
7:00
Evening Service
6:30 p.m.
chi Rho
p.m.
6:00
rTir F..110urahin
third Wednesday
Men's Fellowship
third
Tuesday
CWF Gen. Meet.

POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
Bro. Charles Chustbler, pastor
10:00 R.ITI
Ilunti...y Sc... I
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Union
Training
6:30 p.m.
evening V. orship
7:00 pzeis
Wed. Prayer Montag
MT. PLEARANT CUMBERLAND
PRIEsBYTERIAN CHI. RI H
11:00 a.m..
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Service
first
each
11:00
at
Worship Service
and third Sunday

•

EIRKSZY BAPTIST CHURCH
Roy. David Brasher, teacher
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Train Eng Union
7:30 p.m.
tv.nlng Worship
630 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRESEY METHODIST CHURCH
Bro. A. II. McLeod, pastor
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Horning Worship .
7:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
6:30 p.m
Youth Fellowship
7:00 p.m
....
.
Meeting
Wed. Prayer

4

CHERRY CORNER HAPTIsto
CHURCH
Lawman Williamson, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday &shoot
11:00 a.m
Worship Pervice
7:00 P.m
Wednesday
Meeting
Prayer
.. 0.iv p.m
Training Union ..
7:15 p.m
Worship
Evening
IMMAN1UAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Hey. Stephen M•salt. pastor
9 :15 am
Sunday School
10:30 am
Worship Sergioe

•

ElimANITEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thomas Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
iCoeningiVorship
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Heyw•rd Robertadossior
10:00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
114ornlng Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Prayer Service
- 7:30 p.m
Wednesday
WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
200 East Mulberry Street
9:45 am.
handay School
11 :00 a.m.
Worship Sorel** a
7:00
Evening Worship ..
Wednesday
8:30 p.m.
Ti acher Training
Prayer Service
7:30 liror
p.m.
8:00
League
A.C.E.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHUM( H
Doyle M. Webb. pastor
South 18th and Glendale Road
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 is.m.
Am-ship Service
7:30 p.m.
Sunday night
7:30 p.m.
Ilia Week Service
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Res.. Willie Johnson pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Ken Miller, Supt.
11:00 a.n.
Morning Worship .....
6:30 p.m
Training Union
Mike Turner, Director
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Wed. Service

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.
ally Morgan - Max Whitford - Joe Stewart
Phone 753-5334
South 2nd Street

Sometimes the desire to run out the door and chuck
it all is Overpowering when we are confronted with
the mess of an after dinner table!

I
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V

for mon and of His demand for mon to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor Without
this grounding in the love of God. no govern-

NSW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
(Jounce. sitiaiever
worship.J.

meni or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even

f

self and his family ,Beyond that, however,

;

the Church because it tells the truth about
man s life, death and destiny, the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of

Holiday

-

a.m.
p.m.

-e. .

am
p.m

OR ICE RAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Be.. L. ID„‘TIPm•a, pastor
9:45 a.m.
Allinday School
"
16
10:45 a.zn.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union .....
7:10 p.m.
,
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting

God.

Restaurant

Capri Theatre
Located on Chestnut Street

Confederate States Antiques
Antiques - Flags - Weapons
Dixieland Center, Chestnut St. - Murray. Ky.

iFir
,41
‘7

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

AMERMAN
RIOTOUS

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Aurora, Ky.
Phone 474-2228
Open All Year - 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
,
featuring . . .
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-B-Q Ribs

11:00
Sunday morning
,en Mg ........ 6 30
Sunday 43,
Classes:
Bible Study
10:00
Sunday morning
burmay evening
0
00
6:3
. 6
Wednesday evening

'

every person should uphold and participate in

"Owned by Trenholms"
Spaghetti - Sandwiches - Hamburgers
Fountain Service and Soft Drinks
Coldwater Rd. near Five Points - Ph. 753-7428

Filing Cabinets - Desks -.. Adding Machines
and Typewriters
Five Point:,
Phone 753-5980

,

It

from a selfish point of view, one should support .
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him- 0

Wylie's Drive-In

Hale Lock Shop and
Office Furniture --'"

KCSINICLL's CHAPEL
1st and 3rd Sundays
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11;00 a.m.
Sunday School
2nd and 4th Sundays
930 a.m.
Sunday School

;IA

The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love

— -- - -- —.

Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
Phone 753-1921
No. 4th Street

I

V

ir

The .Hitching Post

Shirley florist

See The Old Country Store
Ti Mile We of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1. Hardin
Phone 474-2266

Flowers for All Occasions
Member E.T.D.
753-3251
502 N 4th St.

4

••
Murray Wholesale

Massey -Ferguson — Sales & Service '
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

141

.•111,111.1144.
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Casting all your care upon hint,. or he careth for.,..you." I Peter 5:7

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-1713

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

t4
il

Less obvious, perhaps, is what to do with a messedup life. We invite you to seek an answer in church
this week. You are sure to find there the Power who
will help you with your problems, a power who cares
immeasureably for your soul.

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food

r

r4:44**.i)rt

Well, of course, the only thing to do with the dishes
is to take them to the sink, put them in hot water, and
wash them with a good cleansing agent until they
shine.

Ward & Elkins

Phone 753-22a2

THE

Sometimes, insight lets Us ee that our lives are
quite a mess too. In fact, things seem such a jumble,
that our reaction to this truth, if acknowledged, is,
"What's the use?"

fli

1415 Main Street

a.m.
a.m.

HAZEL /JAI l'18.t CHURCH
inchesier, pastor
945 a.m.
l
SunclayiLSctooW
11:00 a.m.
Worship
6:30 p.m.
,c.e.
0n,,.
se
in.
E.en.ng l', urahlp
Wra
T
;
)
esdat
edinning
PPEmmL
1AP
TEMPLE I..i I, ..t SSEI.1 s 77c.l.13300
°mai. ml.....eter
A. ki..
,A orarup iostPLL MALL
lit and 3rd Sundays
Sunday School.
Lm.
0 la.
119:10
Sod and 4th Sundays
9:30 a.m.
Worst:lip
11:00 AJIL
Sunday School

4 \Q‘
!

.
"It's Finger Lickhi' Goqd"
Sycamore at 12th - Call-in Orders 753-7101

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

a.m.

CARMEL
NEW MOE)
MInsIOsAllak ISACTt.T CUL RC H
Page, imetor
Kee 0
10 :00 a.m.
. 1001 .....
Sunday SC.1
.. 11:00 a.m.
Sim mug Wor alt.p
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship .. .
Weunesday Youth
7:00 p.m.
t ,Ilowship

Kentucky fried Chicken

t„.

a.m.
a.m.

THE CHERCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTLII.-DA1 bALISTo
Meeting held in the %bite chapel at
leih and Sycamore Street:
4:30 es.M.
Pzleathooti Meeting
10:00 IL.=
Sunday ar.out
11:00
-.4reting
19.4‘..rain.

....,
Murray Livestock Company

a.m.

ELM (IROVIt BAPTIST CHURCH
I. in. A. Fanner, pastor
10:00 am.
Stand.) School
6:U0 P.m
Tittining Union
Worship
11:00 a.m. and 7:00
7:00 P.mWednesday .

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Day 753-5862
Night 753-3548

p

OULPER SPRINGS
METHODIST CHURCH
Johnson Easley, nagger
First Minuay
10:00
Sunday lichoo.
Second ;Sunday
10:00
Sunday Soho,
11:00
Worship Service
Third Sunday
11:00
Sunday School
1. our tn Sunday
9:46
Worship Sen ice
10 :46
81,1"i7 School
NEW CObCORITI
ClittatcH 01 CHAISE
--Mild Salo, mloYs
10:00
Bible Classes
o):50
Worship a Preachirir
Etening Worship ......7:00
wednesday'
. 7:o..'
Bitola Classes

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Phone 753-1933
Murray, Ky.

,4*

•

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. BW Bond, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Wonsnip
7 .00 p.m
Worst ii'
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Jerry Henderson • minister
10:00 am
Sunday Sdhool
1050 5.10.
Worship Pervioe
8:30 p.m
Evening Servioe
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00 p.m.
wedneeday

..,. ......... .....-...........- ..“ .....”.......
Ittiiill rums. ..as. was..
CE IL...-.ekes- loan_ Redden. .sominer
----"
Deem Orstehfilaid, minister
Sunday School ..... .... 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Study
11 :00 mm.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
Training t'n ion
- 7:00 p.m.
7:00
P.m.
ant/is Worsh1P
grant/is
Evening
Worship
:0300 .1o,trn
7:
8
m.
7:30 P.m.
Wed. Bible Study
NC ed. Services

•

teol•

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
Robert Robinson, minister
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning WonshIp
7:00 p.m.
eunday Night Service
FIRST BAPTIST HURCE
H. C. Chiles, pastor
em-tday.,$chool ....... ..... 9.30 a.m.
10:45-a.m.
W'orshlp
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
Fven. Worship (Broadcast) 6:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 P.m.

NORTERIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Randolph Allen. pastor
Jerry Graham, Sunday School Mint.
1000 a.rn
.
811n a% SC111}1,1
11:00 mm.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Evening Servioe
7:00 p.m.
Wed.
Meeting
Prayer
6:30 p.m.
Sunday Evening Singing

MIE1$01t1 L BAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at 10th
753-441
DIAL-A-DEVOTION
9:40 a.n..
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
Training Union:
6:00 p.m.
(Sept.-Mar.)
6:10 p.m.
(Apr.-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
$:00 111.m.
(Espt.-Mar.)
7:30 p.m.
(Apr.-Au,g.)
Prayer Mee,Mg
730 p.m.
Each Wednesday

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray -Pottertown Road
Leroy Lyles. minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth And klaple Street
Her. Lloyd W. Ramer, pastor
sclo••l —. 9:45 tin.
Morning Worship
8:45 and
10:60 a.m.
Sr. FellowshM_,
6;30 p.m
Jr.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Rey. Martin Mattingly. wane
8 a.m ,11 a in and
Masses.
Sunday
4:60
Flolyday and First Friday:
6:30 am and 6:00

•

atk fag"

,NIVICRSITY (BURCH OF ( HRIST
.
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Hiller, =Inkster
9:30 a.m.
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Horning Worship
6:00
Evening Worship
7 AO
Hut-Week
Thursday (College Student
p.m.
6:15
De.otiona I )

SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
It•s. John Pippin, pastor
Sunday School
10;00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
.
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
.. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night ....
7:00 p.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL
METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. Johnson Keeley, neater
Church School
00 a.m.
1 :0
10
Worship Servioe
Sunday Night Service
Mentor and Jr. MY?
Sunday Night Worship Service 1"11.
4th Sunday 7.00 p.m
Every 2nd

'
'

,I0
•

Hazel, Kentucky

Geno's Italian Reistatii:iiiit, '

,.

"The Best Italian Food and Pizza Anywhere
Delivery Service - 753-8159_
Dixieland Shopping Center - Chestnut St.

"We Treat You 0 The Year0 "

Grocery..__CO.- A

Serving Murray and Calloway County
Since 1954
1-Way Buainess Radio Installation & Maintenance
Aerotrisn Sales and Service
Dixieland Center, Chestnut St. - 753-5191

-',
),;, •

_
Hazel Lumber Company

____ .'_,

Bob's TV Service

- ....•

Phone 492-8121

Beal Tuneup & Carburetor
Service

ir

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass'n

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Phone em -2924
Iniaustrial Hinul

The Cleaner That', Interested In You

111r

Mack SE Mack

I

,

Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repairs
, Sales and Service
West End 15ggner's Ferry on 68 lAuroral 474-2344

,et

Division of Fired Cotharn Co.. Ink
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Phone 753-44332
8th at Chestnut
Personalized Styling
lil

IIMININF

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

.,
Paschall Truck Lines

Indoor Comfort Center

Daily Service to Memphis and St Louis

Carroll Tire Service
Your CM-Repel Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - ; Blk E of S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Phone 753-7992

Kentucky Lake Lodge Rest.

Belk's of Murray

Fresh Kentucky Lake Fish Dinners
Open 7 Days a Week from Sam to 10 p.m,
Phone 474-2259
Aurora Rd on Hwy 68

West Side- Square
—

4
•

Dairy Cheer
,

Phone 753-1675

Factory Outlet Stores

Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - Pit Barbeque
Shakes - Splits - Sundaes
1206 hestniit St
Phone 753-8082

Quality Apparel for kton at Low. Low 1Pricse>
Murray - May!ield - Paducah - Fulton

1
Holcomb Chevrolet, inc.

The Charm Beauty Salon

"Where Sales and Ser,,,e Go Together"

Mae Hinch - Owner
Call 753-3582 for Your Appointment

South 12th Street

'hone 753-2617

---..,

IV

emai.

621 8. 4th

209 SO. Ith
Phone 753-1751
.

Phone 7:' , 717

.

Building Contractors

Complete Auto and Truck Service

Phone 753-5012

r

Edwin Cain

Sholar's Auto Repair

Boone's Incorporated

Trentiolm's Drive-In
lienny Penny Chicken - Pizza - §paghetti
Free Delivery on (eders of *200 or M.ore
Phone 753-2997
12th & Chestrni!
t•
1

641 Super Shell
Open 6 a.m. - 12:1$11 p.m.
Free Pickup and Delivery
So. 12th St
Ph. 753-9131

Iv
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing .and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Repairs 61. Installation - Gas & Sewer
• 501 No 4th
Phone 753-61643

Clifford's Gulf Service
Free Pickup and Delivery
'We Give S&H Green Stamps
Five Points
Phone 753-9091
a

'4

a
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AGE NINE

Dress Sizes
Aim to Flatter

)1w KING FEATURES SYNDICATE vi
RELEASE 14 EDNIESDAI. JULY SI. I96S

=IC'EfAnige

gleaner
was patented in 1857; a combination
Harvest
treWS hail exhausting
— That
NEW YORK
knotcard
-tripping
-D work in midsummer sun lessened
self
a
1862;
and binder In
size 10 dress, like the woman
the wit'slater,
year
a
then,
ter M 1867 and
further by an invesition In 1868: a wire-bindwho wears it, is no longer what
binding reaper.
ing reaper.
It Used to be—it's bigger.
farmRelatively inexpensive use of wire in
Until the 19th century, the metaod of
Dress makers, working on
iron
facilitated by the American
been
had
ing
the
an
binding
about
crude
was
as
grain
a
goes
flattery
that
theory
the
-drawing
:ind steel industry advances in wire
means of cutting grain, i.e., with sickle Of
long way with a woman, are
for
that provided quantities of materials
scythe. A wisp of grain was twisted and tied
nicking smaller size labels on
systems, hoop-skirt
cable
and
telegraph
a
ankund
were
stacked
bundles
bundle
The
reports
the
larger dresses,
frames, cotton baling.,
together as sheaves. A simple sheaf binder
Health Insurance Institute.
straightOriginally all wire was drawn,
was string strained around the sheaf by
The proof is in last year's
hand. One after
by
wound
and
spliced
ened.
two
Was
of
band
The
means
a notched stick.
patterns. While ready-to-wear
to
another. inventors devised Machines
cards knotted together,. forming a loop.
arcs went down, pattern sizes
wire-making.
Naturally, many experiments were made
remained the same for many
adThe wire-binder was not the ultimate
to eliminate this hand labor atter mechanand a woman
who
years,
promptly
manufacturers
Cordage
vancement.
ical reapers appeared A liftraw braid twister
thought she wore a size 10 dress
improved twine for
asually found she had to buy a
sheaves.
size 12 pattern. Now pattern
There were to be twice
sizes are following ready-toas many different, makes
wear's small sires.
of American binders as
As sizes shrank, however,
British binders sold in
women continued to grow. ToEurope a decade after
day's American woman is big1868. The American
than
busier
genany
and
ger
manalacturers were winher.
before
Average
eration
ners in the field tests
Miss or Mrs. Amesica 1968 is
in conjunction
staged
five feet four and a half inches
Paris Exposithe
with
tall. weighs 126 pounds, and
1b7/4
of
tion
measures 35 1.-26-36 1 2. ComCLARK ItINNAIKUP
pare that with her turn-of-the
counterpart, a-Aye foots
two. 114 pound shortie, with
•
measurements of 31-3.10-2436.
FIRST true departModern women eat better all
ment store in the U.S.
W ire-twisting ii inde r,
their lives than their grandwas started in J668 by
From Benjamin
11468
mothers did. and they take betBrigham Young at Salt
Butten% °rib's "Gros.Iti
ter care of their figures. But as
Lake City.
of industrial Art,' 1888.
dress manufacturers worked at
standardizing sizes for the new
woman, they worked toward
loan
a variety of plentiful but
Synthetic Food
making those sizes &hailer too, Vanessa Stars
to produce a balAs a result, while every day in
HOLLYWOOD UPI —"The
ANN ARBOR, Mich: 4UPD vitamin foods
every way women grow bigger
a Gull" will star Vanessa —A new synthetic food, de- anced meal.
and bigger, dress sizes become edgrave, James Mason and signed -as a dietary supplement
smaller.
athleen Widdoes.
for underfed people around
the world, has been developed
The work force of the Pan- by scientists at the Universita
ama Canal was at its peak in of Michigan. The food, callea
Cool Off
June. 1913, when 43.350 per- the Minna seed, is composed 01
Cool off with apple-tomato
sons were employed.
cereal flour such as oats, barAid Be Year Sailing Best
frost, a refreshing appetizer.
. .
ley and corn, toasted legume The muscular action of your diges. Soften 2 teaspoons of untiehome of
Ft. Henning, Ga
dehydrated tive system,called Peristalsis, should
yored gelatin in 1 4 cup of to- the U.S. Infantry, was estab- flours, wheat germ,
slow clown If this happens
and mineral not
vitamin
and
yeast
waste materials can build up in tit•
hot
over
mato juice. Dissolve
lished in 1918.
lower tract and you become irregu•
supplements.
water. - Add 1 cup of apple
acientists estimate that most lac uncomfortable and feel stuffed.
Carter's Pills with its unique lax. cup of tomato juice,
juice, 3
nr lions of the world could pro- ative
formula wakes up the slowed
teaspoon each of sugar and
duce the food using only local down muscles of the lower digestive
and stimulates Peristalsis, givsalt. 'a teaspoon each of pepfood sources at a minimal cost. tract
ing temporary relief of this irreguper and celery salt. 2 teaspoons
When ra
seed can be larity Then you will be your smilof onion juice and several
beSt.
ing
in
cooked
waterto produce a
Millions of satisfied users take
dashes of bottled red pepper
gel desirable in many rice dish- Carter's Pills. Why don't you. 494
sauce. Mix well. Pour into rees. it can aiso oe toasten
friserator tray. Freeze until
mushy. Beat mixture until
Put your money where your
smooth. Return to tray and
heart is serve,
To
Until
firm.
freeze
IN AMERICA
sherbet
into chilled
spoon
1411 Olive Blvd.
glasses. Garnish with a sprig
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
of parsley or watercress. Makes
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852
4 to 6 setvings.

49

A YOU-NIGSTER makes a fascinating discovery! The filmy
tents belong to undesirable tree residents tent caterpillars.

HOW DID the hole get in this tree? Who lives in it? Answers are in Once 'There Was A Tree an absorbing bank.

Age of Discovery

IliELLING HOME
booed 3-bedroom
Sly room. Pay •
same 5 3/4% I
3270.
BY OWNER: ha
bon Drive in II
division. Three
ing room, kitcht
ation, utility roc
asrport, carpete
apc
Ill Tappan
washer, garbage
tral heat and al
Call 753-4783.
BY OWNER:
brick, 1 block
Call 753-7550.

D and bath,
1rooms
:
It4iin rLynn Gr

.

.

HOUSE FOR Si
room house, fi
two full baths, i
carport. Complet(
ditioners and d:
wall carpeting if
living room. $21
Loan, $17,500.00
at W(Lek. Lie. Br
gc, 1621 Loch 1
n3-4798.
BY OWNER: 1.1
room brick, on 3
Priced to sell
3903

WAKE UP YOUR
PERISTALSIS

Books That Explain
The Wonders Of Nature
Iy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
--insects. birds, animals and
VOL: ONLY remember how
plants—that make the tree.
you've forgotten
I much
and then the log their home
when a four- or fie-year-cad
Iffr When the story ends, the
faces up to you with a simple
tree is no more, for the log
but answerable question about
has crumbled and become pact
nature It leaves you stumped
of the soil, enriching the earth
and reminds you, too, that the
around it and praviding feroutdoor world as fascinating
tile ground in which new seeds
to a child, for childhood is the
can thrive and grow
age of discovery
• This, for. young readers,
There s go much to see to
makes a happy ending bequestion and to understand
cause the 'author has skillfulEven the simplest things seem
extraordinarily strange and .1s- •spun a true nature story
of the tree a home for plants
exciting to a child Every day
os a quest for knowledge. and arumals that is useful
bringing with it a flood of from the beginning to the end
of its life and "has company
"why" and "how" queries."
all the time,
How should parents handle
"Lions in the Grass". anthis curious. questioning stage
'other nature book by this taof a child's life"
the
lented team is about the dan•
•"By encouraging
very young child to experience - delion but is really the story
of all green plants. explaining
his environment esthetically
how steeds -travel. grow and
as well as intellectually." says
science teacher Phyllis Busch. manufacture their own focal.
with his heart)as, well aa
Again, stunning photographs
with his mind
by Arline Strong lend impart
to the text and catch and
This is the approach Mrs
Busch takes in two exception- hold a child's eye and interest
ally good books she has writBoth books are part of a
ten for the four-to-eight age Discovering Nature Series
group
from World Publishing CornBoth are illustrated with
party` i$4.50 each and are esmagnificent photographs by
pecially recommended because
Arline Strong, several of their storybook approach
which are reproduced here.
•
keeps children' spellbound
For older youngsters. -Be• MY favorite of the two.
Once There Was a Tree" is
ginrurig Knowledge Books
a beautifully told and fascinI Rutledge Books Macmillan.
ating story of how a living
$1 95 each, provide many of
the answers to questions chiltree becomes a log Children
are enchanted with the cast
dren ask
of characters, the living things
The series includes these ti-

'LEAL MITA?!

BRICK HOME
Lomond, 4 bedr
living room, bull
ph/Laces, library
book
uiLt in
T.ouse carpeted,
and air conditioi
220'. Call John
4937 for appoin

BY -OWNER:
house, gas heat
taming. Large I
Call 753-4417 al

College Cleaners

OOD ROCK E
acre about 5 mil
bast
ray, full
fireplace, electric
top, near groce:
$10,000
NICE 2-bedrool
about 5 miles I
on Irv= Cobb
fireplace, elect'
well, 1 to 3 a
ciarn. Bargain.
-M ACRES locate
southwest of L
sowed down, gc
only $8,000.
50 ACRES all s
n
fenced with
home, storage t
barn, on Highs
Coldwater. Will
out the house.
AIICE LOTS in
vision with w,
bargain price.
NICE LOT 135'
Grove, only $1
ONE ACRE lot
ineas on South
good 3-bedroom
meat, 2-car gal
tion for most at
only $18,500.
GOOD 3-bedroo
it 215' lot near
ping Center $1
INCOME propi
home, 13 unit
er Park on at
plenty room
House has can
garage, electric
tucky Lake, doll
selling on acco
LARGE comma
4entucky Lake
Tng quarters on
-tor most any t
nice water fro'
GALLOWAY
Real Estate I
Kentucky Pho

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS,
NEW FREEDOM SHARES

•

FOR CORRECT

1AL

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGH

753-6363

NMI ES BANK
ef
laturrat. Kentucky

(

"LIONS IN THE GRAaa". a nature book by Phyllis Bus,
with photographs by Arline Strung, is about dandeliontles. "Butterflies': •-ROCka and
Gems": "Bees and VVaspa".
"Turtles"; "Snakes':
Color illustrations and simple words enable even beginning readers to understand the
text with ease,

These are just sonic f the
many excellent books avail,
able to explain the wonderful
world 44 nature to caildren.
They also help patents
stomped by questions to (.,me
up with the right answers

r'CIENCE
Ji-sOTLIGHT

Follow the Leader
At an Army Base

Tanning Tip
NEW YORK (UPI, — First
exposure to summer sun should
not last more than 15 minutes.
according to first aid experts.
Increase exposure daily to aca
quire a gainless tan, avoid skin
blistering Protet-t eyes With
tinted glasses while tahning. If
you wish to avoid marks on
temple from siniglarea. cover
eyes with large 'cosmetic puffs
instead. Should you -sunburt.
li
apply antiseptic }bat aid creartio
to affected area
immiately
ed
relieve pain. reduce blistering

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
546 W. Main Street

Phone 753-2621

•N.,A

4t,
,
SY JOHN V 4 41

bAUtTi-PUIPOSE SPACE AIMS will,
rel.s.owne Operas wad
•pr,r,g (ended i•gs on'buow gonerof.o. spot•tc'all The'heavy caely
boom, we read. of collapsable
i..«.314,•siersacible do 1•••• 4•••••
•evocted so•

SEE YOUa
WEDNESDAY
AT
FOURTH & MAIN

t II
ash
FT• 1.1-.NS la
—When the men of the 2nd
Howitzer Battalion of the
37th Artillery arrived here
from West Germans. soldiers of the 212th Field .5r:
headquarters were
tillers
assigned to act as guides.
Unfortunately, the guides
had been at this huge military base only a short time
themselves. So. members of
the 18th Artillerr. %an had
been at the base eight
weeks were cent out to guide
the guides. But that didn't
work either.
I Many, Troop Command
Headquarters dispatched a
truckload of personnel to
direct the entire operation.
So. as the sun sank slowly in the west. the Troop
Command was leading the
jalth which was leading the
212th which was leading the
37th.

•

4

el -

With '69 lust around the corner, wt ve
got to move .'ern out. That means great
savings for you on your choice of Ford
LTD's. XL's, Wagons, Fairlane Torinos,
Falcons and America's favorite sporty
car, Mustang. Beautiftil buys—
but shop now while the selection is
best. Hurry; We're dealin' fast!.

r

HOLLYWcaill
at
.1..1 my
Lent
tied
Lisbon Porairal for la
sinale week of local:au. •rioot Har,k
K. r "

on to

arid- p.

,

BEAUTIFUL if.
to describe thi
brick house in F
---It has Large Ii
lining area an

10,000 cars in stock means
$1,000,000 in savings to buyers here.

Lindberg- Study
BEATA-Ea-a U
- Thi
physical effects of workira in
en atMospaere contairia, aigh
pressure oxygen and other
gar •s will be studied htre in a
pru,,ect hesidesi by Jon I lasiberg,
creanoeniphic engin-at.: and
dee' -sea diver.
L albera is the son 'of famed
flat' Charles Li nd r.
The
stud- will be carried • • •irrIcr
the auspices of a
Mason Research r •

Location Shooting

2 MILES FROa
a blacktop roil(
nes
*r this
hi
house. It
hardwood floor!
merit. There's I
and it's priced
Owner will fin/

We mean business...come save today!
Parker Mcitors, Inc.
•

Murray, Ky.

•

baths, screenei
looking the w
:
ly lot.
REAL NEAT
house only ti
University. It h
an upstairs wi
a spacious thir
trig room has
(—meted. Ow
'pave town ar
for quick sale
LIKE NEW th
brick house i
and ia . like a
It has two bi
throughOut, 1
rang
huilUal
fam:iy row.
Is also extra '
closets, galore.
•

•-•••

•
•

-•••

•

•0

zavear...0.0,......eicaegsmase•000.maa.

•
el•

A

• I.

tasvor.

• 'a
••••

•
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A - If you pay cash wages or
contained in IRS Document No.
or more during a calendar
$50
for
Plans
ement
-Retir
5502.
then you should report
quarter
Individuals."
Employed
Self
taxes for him.
security
social
in
house
rent
WANTED, to
Send a post card to your IRS
to make t h e
942
Form
Use
the country, furnished or us district office to obtain a free
quarterly reports and payments
furnished. Call 753-1916 before copy.
You do not have to withhold
5:00 p.m. and ask for Mary.
Q - I put in my refund
TFNC claim back in April. When can income Lax on wages paid to
gardeners and other household
1 expect my check?
employees.
arA - The refund shoukl
10' x 50' Mo1965 CHEVROLET, Inspais, 2
NOTICE
EILAL MATE FOR SALE111 and air and is priced to 1965 MONARCH,
Q - Do you have any bookrive some time after the first of
door hardtop, j.r. 1980
bile Home, air conditioned Call
sell.
let that outlines what a taxpaythe
at
filed
Real
returns
Some
Local.
June.
88.
J-30-C
Oldsmobile,
753-8200.
IE.
LING HOME - Air-condi- HOUSE & FOUR LOTS located
he disagrees with
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- nice Cain and Taylor Gulf Stadeadline may not be processed er can do if
boned 3-bedroom, spacious fam- In lakeway Shores. House has 1968 HONDA 350 Scrambler.
his
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. tion Corner of 6th and Main
June, the results of an audit of
of
end
the
till
completely
ily room. Pay equity and as- ceramic bath, built-in range, Call 492-8379 after 6:00 p. in. M. Sanders. Phone 383-3178,
returns return?
3-20-C
Incomplete
however.
sume 5 3/4% loan. Call 753- electric heat, two bedrooms,
H-Aug.-5-C
J-26-C Lynnville, Ky.
A - Yes, the appeal proand those with errors take lonTFC living room, kitchen, glassed
5270.
available to taxpayers
the
from
cedures
1963 IODGE, 4-door sedan, with
letter
a
got
I
Qger to process.
in utility room with good view 1961 MGA, restored complete- TERMITES? Call Ward Termite power steering. 1960 Rambler, regional service center toicing
someone are explained in 1.1t.S Document
having
I'm
Q
BY OWNER: house on Ando- of lake. All this can be bought
Volvo, excellent, for free estimate. AU work station .vagon. $195.00. Cain and
1961
ly.
me for information. Should I come in once a week to take No. 5202, "If Your Return 13
bon Drive in Keeneland Sub- for only $14,750.
card
$600.00. 1966 Honda 160 Scram- guaranteed. Five year contracts.
care of my lawn and shrubbery. Examined." Send a post
division. Three bedrooms, liv- ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West bler, very nice $360.00 Phone Five room house treated, $85.00. Taylor Gulf Station Corner of send it back to this center?
3-29-C
letter Will his wages be subject to to your IRS district office to
and
Main.
the
6th
unless
Yes,
A
kitchen-den
combin
room,
ing
Main Street, Telephone 753- 753-8565, after 5:00 p. m
Ward Pest Control, 1812 College
requesting the information in- income or social security tax obtain a free copy.
Won, utility room, Pi baths, 1651.
ITC
1964 CHRYSLER, factory air,
J-27-P Farm Road, phone 7534501.
dicates you should send it else- withholding?
carpeted throughout,
sedan.
-door
4
power,
H-Aug.-15-C double
where. Usually a return enveTappan
appan appliances, dishrP°
MYERS deep-well pump, tank
1964 Chevrolet, Malibu, 2-door
SERVICES OFFERED
Anwar te Yestardars roads
is enclosed for your conlope
washer, garbage disposal, cenand pipe. Call 753-2519. J-27-P
REEF WANTED
Gulf
hardtop. Cain and Taylor
venience.
tral heat and air conditioning. CUSTOM BUILDING, resident_WOU 0000
Corner of 6th and
CRUISER-Chris-Craft, 75 h. p. RESPONSIBLE person with car Station.
To assure prompt handling,
J-30-C
Call 759-4769.
3-Small rug
ACROSS
um000 0§BOU
ial and commercial. Rustic Cal- Evinrude; sleeps 3, sink, ice to deliver Sundy morning Cour- Main.
put your social security num4-Brother of
[MOOD 0310000
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom ifornia styling. Free estimates. box, toilet, stove. $1,500. In ier-Journal motor route out of 1964 PONI'LliC with power and ber on your reply and also re- 1-Heavenly body
Jacob
0000 OVMM MMO
6-Nautical
5 Taut
brick, 1 block from college. Call Cliff Finney 4111.1111611.
000 MOM 0000
water at Slip 10, Ken-Lake. K. Murray. Profit approximately factoto
1961 turn the letter you received.
g.
air-condition
term
Aug.-12Z B. Small, Cadiz, Ky.
6-Paid notice
VO FLOUR NOBOO
Aug.-1-C
J-27-C $6.00 per Sunday, plus car al- Volkswagen. Cain and Taylor Q - Do you have to be a 11-Gratify
Call 753-7550.
7-Six (Roman
VDWO UPON
tcr set up 12-Restaurant
lawyer
a
or
2
6th
hours.
doctor
time
of
Delivery
Corner
lowance.
Station
Gulf
:
number)
SPECIALIST
CARPET
UMOUP MMMM HO
GOOD FRAME house, five KLEIN
SIAMESE KITTENS, beautiful
patrons
plan?
retirement
own
E.
237
8-Emmet
your
3-29-C
Thomas,
David
Write:
Main.
and
OWN
@MVO RPM
and
rug
rooms and bath, on two acre Wail to wall carpets,
male and female. Health guar9-Oceans
No, most persons in bus- 14-Exclamation
000 ME00 DEMO
in Lynn Grove Call 753- upholstery cleaners. Carpets anteed. Mrs. Seale, 514 Broad. Berger Road, Paducah, Ky 1964 CHEVROLET Impala, 2- A - themselves can take 15-Zest
10-Marine
001MQMO 0000M3
3-27-P
iness for
17-Caudal
J-30-C and furniture cleaned tinted 411 753-7770.
snail
or 435-4452.
3-27-C 42001.
OnuOM 001000
door hardtop with big motor, advantage of the tax provisions
appendage
11 -Aspect
and de-mothed. Call 435
MEM
NEED ONE LADY for grill- 4 in the floor Boy she's fast. allowing self-employed individ- 18 Residue
13-Thick
HOUSE FOR SALE. Four-bedAug.--C 10' x 55' HOUSE Trailer, comslices
counter work. Apply in person 1962 Olds Super 88, 2-door uals to contribute to a persfinal 20-CoMmonplace
room house, fenced-in yard.
bird
plete with electric heat, storm
16-Sea
after 1 p. m. at Thoroughbred hardtop Real sharp. Cain and retirement plan. This includes 23-Music: as
52-Inlet
37 Rubber on
19-Hostelry
WANTED TO BUY
two full baths, walk-in closets.
airmen
windows, washer connections,
54 Capuchin
pencil
21-Encourage
3-29-P Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of people who have their own bus- 24-Blemish
carport. Complete with air-con
pole and sewer lines. Restaurant.
power
monkey
38-Jog
22-Is defeated
also
3-20-C
have
of
26-Part
who
arm
and
Main.
6th
those
also
and
of "to be"
57-Part
iness
ns
40-Reverberatio
call
Warm
or
25
See
ditioners and drapes. Wall-to- OLD PICTURE Frames,
Extra nice, $1900.
28-River in
SALE
58 Legal seal
492-8436
FOR
Atmospheric
emCall
LES
41
corn.
self
27
Shreds
yellow
AUTOMOBI
part-time
from
and
income
hallway
in
carpeting
wall
753-7593, LoJackson
Siberia
Charles
interior,
(abbe.)
paint,
motor,
VW,
disturbance
1965
name
30-Man's
J-26-C
addition 29-Chemical
60-Delirium
living room. $28,000.00. G. I.
44-Knobs
cust Grove Church Rd. J-27-P 1959 TR-3 SPORTS car. Call and tires in excellent condi- ployment -which is in
32 Willow
compound
tremens
47 Peel
34-Chaise
to their regular job.
Loan, $17,500.00 transferrable WANTED to buy, good used
at
31-Injuries
Todd
3•29-P
Lloyd
Contact
Joe.
tion.
for
ask
(abbr.)
49-Cut
753-6172
36-Depressions
are
plans
Refrigerator
these
USE
on
Details
poetry
33-Epic
at 5'4%. Ltc. Brandon L. Park- bed with mattress and box WESTINGHO
J-21)-P
753-2202.
35-Girrs
▪ 1621 Loch Lomond Drive, springs. Call 753-6681. J-27-C in good condition. Phone 753- 1963 CHEVY El 3-seat wagon,
-6 7 8 9 10 '
2 3 4 S
:•./..": I
nickname
......,,
J 27-C
1496
J-27-C
good
,
T534796.
transmission
36-Pleasure
automatic
•
13
39-Secret
..iti
12
1
WANTED: Used Baby Grande
753-8229.
WEEKS old pigs. If interest- condition. Phone
agents
BY OWNER: New three-bed- piano. Phone 753-3616. J-29-C
3-28-P
42-Teutonic deity
3-29-P
16 ..."{ Ir....117
\.:-.,
14
:.115
ed call 753-7288.
room brick, on Magnolia Drive.
43-Loved ones
:::•:,
./..1
new
45-Clan
Sprite,
Priced to sell now. Call 753AUCTION SALE
HEALY
AUSTIN
.--423
21 '22 ,-.
19 ...
' 20
18
BY OWNER, or trade for small
sleep
46-Shor1
J-28-C
uphols,
3903.
transmission
engine,
41I Hindu
A •ettlecl couple needed to manage small hotel
AUCTION, Saturday, July 27, at house in city. New three-bed- tery, paint, $850.00. Call 75327
** TB
25 t'';'•126
74
peasants
operation Two room apartment furnished. Age
BRICK HOME at 1812 Loch 10:00 a. in. at the Stanford room brick in Keeneland Sub•:•:::
50-Greek
July414
7500.
•
work.
3
heat,
0
to
:.,..:•:.5 31
32
letter
29
Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, Hendrickson home (formerly division. Central air and
immatreial as long as physically able
•- •
51-Former
living room, built-in kitchen ap- owned by N. B. Ellis) on Hick- built in appliances, Pi bathe 1961 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires,
Must be neat in appearance, personality. Everyruler
Russian
4
ii
.''•"'
33
33
.•.•:Ve
:•:•:.
•:•:.
•.*.:.....
53-Casks
pliances, library 14' z 22' with ory Drive in Murray Just off and carpeting throughout Call real clean car, very economithing is furnished. No investment. Experience is
55-Conjunction
3-29-C
entire
753-3672.
bookshelves,
• 41
in
trans39
luilt
38 •47,4,1
cal and good dependable
Main St., toward Lynn Grove.
36 37
but is helpful. Duties will be comessential,
56-Continued
not
".•:•:
T.ouse carpeted, central heat Will sell furniture of all kinds,
Call 753-8799. J-27-C
story
plete responsibility of operating hotel, clerical
40" FRIGIDAIRE electric stove. portation.
AA V.• 43
t
%43
42
59-Crown
and air conditioning. Lot 80' x cabinets, tables, glassware, some
•riV
service.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- 1964 IMPALA, power brakes,
61-Paper
work, hotisekeeping, janitorial and maid
220'. Call John Redden, 753- antiques, two glass lamps, very
49 ./...50
•
48
47
ae
J-29-C air conditioned. In A-1 condiinterested
If
6341.
needed.
as
help
additional
Oversee
4937 for appointment.
i*:•:
(PI-)
.^..Z."
old. Lots of items to numerous
availato
as
n
6:00
62-Part of
54
write at once giving informatio
51
Aug.-27-C to mention. Terry Shoemaker, EQUIPMENT for a complete tion. tall 753-5221 after
32 ..t,• 53
(pl.)
fireplace
J-27-C
ii..:. • .
.
bility, salary required and other pertinent inforJ-26-C
bids will be p. in.
Sealed
Restaurant.
Auctioneer.
39
eo
58
57
se
BY OWNER: three-bedroom
DOWN
.
.
mation to P.O. Box 32-X, Murray, Ky. 42071.
received until August 5th.. 1968 1963 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door,
4
house, gas heat and air-condiltc
on entire lot of equipment or power steering. See at 1612
.61
1-Embraces
::62
tioning. Large lot on 10th St.
2-Faroe Islands
individual items. Equipment Hamilton Ave., or call 753-1834
FOR SALE
whirlwind
Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p.
Feature
Syndicate. Inc
Distr. by United
may be inspected at the Snack after 4:30 p. m.
A-1-C
TFC
Shack on Highway 68 just east
4.00D ROCK HOUSE on one FRESH HEARING AID batter- of intersection 841, July 27th.,
acre about 5 miles west of Mur- ies for Beltone and other make and Aug. 3rd., from 10 a m. to
ray, full basement, carport, hearing aids, Willis's Drugs, 4:00 p. m., or by special ar- PEANUTS
N * hr.*.
i-.
,
C
fireplace, electric heat, on black- Murray, Kentucky.
TFC rangement. Call owner 527-9961
or write M. D. Miller RR 4,
top, near grocery and church.
SUBURBAN Tractors. Lawn Benton, Ky. Owner reserves the
$10,000.
NICE 2-bedroom stone home mowers. Poulan chain saws. right to reject any or all bids.
H-1TC
about 5 miles east of Murray Seaford Lawn and Garden
miles west of
on Irvan Cobb road, carport, equipment, 2
FOR MDR
fireplace. electric heat,. good Hardin. Phone 437-5312.
Aug.-13-C
well; 1 to 3 acres with pole
ed aOarn. Bargain.
KENMORE washing machine. FURNISHED air-condition
10 ACRES located about 3 miles Coppertone. Less than 1 year partment for two young ladies.
3-28-C
southwest of Lynn Grove, all
Call Call 753-8474.
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MANAGERS FOR HOTEL WANTED

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

old. Excellent condition.
sowed down, good stock barn, 753-3914, Located 100 South
NICE two-bedroom house loonly $6,000.
13th St., Kelly's Pest Control. cated at 305 So. 15th. For cou50 ACRES all sowed down and
TFC

ple only. Phone 753-2770 or
fenced with new 2-bedroom
3-26-C
753-2200.
stock
and
house
storage
Dachsund
home,
WE1MARANER and
barn, on Highway 121 near pups and breeding stock. Mov- 3-ROOM apartment and bath,
Coldwater. Will sell land with- ing to California. Lampe, call large rooms, small utility room,
J-26.0 storage building, stove furnishout the house.
138-2173.
ATICE LOTS in Camelot Subed, ideal for couple or single
vision with water and gas, at MASSEY FURGERSON
with
New Holland rake, New Holland lady, separate entrance Call
bargain price.
front porch, close to town.
all
three
sell
Will
conditioner.
Lynn
at
242'
x
135'
NICE LOT
together or conditioner separate 492-8222 or 492-8121 in Hazel,
Grove, only $1,500.
3-27-C
baler and rake. AU in Kentucky.
from
busONE ACRE lot zoned for
McCall
John
condition.
good
5-ROOM unfurnished house near
iness on South 4th Street with
good 3-bedroom home, full base- Culaton, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn. downtown. Available immed1FMC
iately. Call Doris Rose 753-3690.
ment, 2-car garage, good loca- 247-3940.
3-27-P
tion for most any type business, 1-52 GALLON American stanonly $18,500.
dard electric hot water heater. 3-ROOM duplex with private
GOOD 3-beciroorn home on 75' 1-30 gallon State electric hot
215' lot near Southside Shop- water heater. 1 sump pump. 1 bath. See at 503 Olive or call
J-27-C
753-1246.
ping Center $10,500.
Alco American furnace, naturINCOME property with nice al gas. 1 lot of inside and outhome, 13 unit Motel and Trail- side doors. Call 753-4417 after
er Park on about 3 acre lot, 5:00 p.
TFC
HELP WANTED
plenty room for expansion.
filly
Man wanted at once to
House has carport and double REGISTERED Half-Arab
mount and sell tires. Steady
garage, electric heat. Near Ken- Fourteen months Sorrell, back
tucky Lake, doing good business stockings, front socks, blaze work and good wages. Aosselling on account of health. face. Typical Arab head. Love- wer, giving references to:
P. 0. Sox 32-M
LARGE commercial building on ly expression. Phone 753-3656.
3-26-P
c/o Lodger and Times
entucky Lake with nice living quarters on 2nd floor, ideal
90-2700 actual miles,
-for most any type business, on HONDA
good condition. Call 753-8512.
nice water front lot.
J-30-C
GALLOWAY INSURANCE &
Real Estate Agency, Murray,
Kentucky Phone 753-5842

J-29-C

BEAUTIFUL is the only way
to describe this three-bedroom
brick house in Panorama Shores.
It has large living room with
lining area and fireplace, two

-

-.E:dovr

THIS
15
ANTINOISE
WEEK

7
l /
0 OUR

THIS IS
ANTI-NOISE
WEEK

PRICES

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
LIKE GIVING UP THE BIG
CITY AND ALLOWING ME
PLEASE BELIEVE ME, STEVEN... To PRACTICE MEDIC NE
I NERD YOU ... AND THIS TiM E
IN A SMALL TOWN AROUND...YOU'LL CALL
KE CRABTREE
THE SHOTS
CORNERS

ANYWHERE... AND
I'LL. BE HAPPY- AS
LONG AS I'm WITH
YOU

OOT ON't USE
FOR THIS,
KIT

)
THANKS
SLATS!

holds Me rhe hands. It can be worn bathing. It
t spread the rupture It holds like a concave pad
teach you not to place a bulb Or ball in opening
pture, thus keeping the muscles spread apart. F.
Ines, Truss Technician, Dobbs Truss Co., will be at the
ational Hotel, Murray, Ky., Monday, July 29th, Hours
00 to 1:00 _rn. FREE DEMONSTRATION. Ask at

hardwood floors, and a full basement There's Po acres of land
and it's priced to sell at $9,500.
Owner will finance.

- *i

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

BULBILESS - BELTLESS - STRAPLESS
Then It's The World Famous DOBBS TRUSS

It

• *e

Jai

RUPTURED!

2 MILES FROM TOWN and on
a blacktop road is the location
this neat two-bedroom
use. It has storm doors,

baths, screened in porch overlooking the water and a love'
ly lot.
REAL NEAT two bedroom
house only two blocks from
University. It has basement and
an upstairs which would make
a spacious third bedroom. Living room has fireplace and is
csrpeted. Owner wanting to
iave town and will sacrifice
for quick sale.
LIKE NEW this three-bedroom
brick house is one year old
and is like a brand new one.
It has two baths, is carpeted
throughout, has dishwasher,
range. and spacious
huilt-in
familY-Firim The living Mom
is also extra large and it has
closets, galore. It's cot central

•

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

AT LAST I
'FIGURE OUT

33-1/3% DISCOUNT,ON SUITS, SPORT COATS,
DRESS PANTS, WALKING SHORTS
• ' .and SWIM WEAR

WHICH BIG
NAIRN/ BEAST

I MOVIN'OUT?! IF HIM
STILL ALIVE/ NOT SAFE.
IF HIM DEAD -NOT
SAN(TARN/ .r.•

GoKiKip,

ONE GROUP OF SHIRTS - Reg. $8.50 es.
Now marked down to $6.00 ea. or 2 for $11.00
ONE GROUP pHIRTS - Reg. $5.00 ea..
Now marked down to $4.00 ea or 2 for $7.00

**:

WRECK WV
LIFE!!

ONE GROUP SHIRTS - Reg $400 ea.
Now Marked down to $3.00 ea. or 2 for $5.00

THECOLLEOESHOP
214 NO. 15th St.

Phone 753-3242
Just Across From Library on 15th Street

r7,4Q

•
11.

•.

°- • -

-. •

.1••••••••••......

•••
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•t •
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SEEN & HEARD.

Cook gookery

teoinfineed Prom Pane 1)

(Coritinuee From POW 1)

Thundiy that he does not have
Lease one pair of goes for -any
plans to accept the vice
presidency" If he fails to wall

the head of the fend,.

the top spot on the ticlutt..
•
Anders's Rockadell
some
bag
of
flour,
small
far a
Rookideller — Sen.
sugar and salt, a few mouldy H
Percy, R-El., gave the New
potatoes. a handful of onions
York governor his endorsemept,
and a dish of fried beans.
say mg -he is the only presidential candidate who has set
4. Dismantle the bathroom, shut
forth a detailed program to end
off the eater, remove the electhe war." The Nixon camp said
tric wiring
the endorsement may have been
the remelt of -the lure of the
S. Take away the house itself,
vice 'presidency."
and moo the family into a
Humphrey — In a Washingtoolshed
ton speech, the vice president
said that one of "our problems"
6. Cancel all subscriptions to
in regard to the Vietnam was is
and
newspapers. magazines
that "too few people in Amerbook clubs. This is no great
ica Save been required to make
loss as the family is now illitany sacrifice."
erate.)
Nixon — The former vice
7. Mom the nearest clinic er president's temporary headquarhospital ten miles away and put tens at Newport Beach, Calif.,
a midwife in charge instead of announced he planned to submit four papers next week to
s doctor,
the platform committee of the
IL Throw inst the bankbooks, Republican National Convent-stock certificates, pension- plant--iew. They will deal with Viet-and insurance_ policies, and nam, the economy, law and orIeme the family a cash hoard der and irban problems.
Edward M. Kennedy — Sen.
of $5
ate Democratic Leader Mike
9. Give the head of the family Mansfield said in a Senate
three tenant acres to cultivate. speech that it would be a "disOn this he can raise $300 in service" to the Massachusetts
cash crops, of which one-third senator to "press him, to urge
will go to the landlord and one him, to importune him in the
tenth to the local money lend- name of party victory Or even
in the name of the nation" to
er.
step into national politics as a
10. Lop off 25 to 30 years of vice presidential or presidentlife expenctancy for every ial candidate.
Reagan — In a LTPK intermember of the family.
view, the California governor
It is difficult for us to under- said it is difficult to picture
stand a life like this, but about himself in the White House,
oneaturd of the people in the but if the Republicans nominate him for president, he is
world live like this.
ieaSy to assume the role.
Christophers sends out a
little folder with the "Universal

11.

Yardstick" from several different religions.
Here they are.
Siodditisat: "Hurt not others in

•

Beaman Family To
Hold Reunion Here
The tunny at the tete mr.

ways that you yourself would and Mrs. T. A. Beaman of this
find hurtful."
' country are having a family
(L'danavarga 5:18). reuruon at the Murray Woman's
Club House, Saturday, July 27.
Confucianism: "Is there one A buffett dinner will be served
maxim which ought to be act- at noon for those attending,
ed upon throughout one's whole which is expected to number
life' Surely it is the maxim of over a hundred. The last reunloving-kindness. Do not unto ion was held July. 1962 with all
others what you would not have of the brothers and sisters in
them do unto you." (Analects attendance.
15.23)
The ten brothers and sisters
that are expected to be present
Hinduism: "This is the sum of are the four living in Calloway
duty: do naught unto others County, Henry Beaman, Mrs.
which would cause you pain if Cletus Guthrie. Mrs. Rod* Ca.
done to you." iMahabharata 5:- they and Mrs Lete Hopkins,
1517)
and those living elsewhere, Lewis Beaman of Houston, Texas;
Islam: "No one of you is a be- Roscoe Beaman of Covington,
liever until he desires for his Ky . Dr. Roy 0 Beaman of New
brother that which he desires Orleans, La.; Mrs. Clayton RogMrs.
for himself" (Stinan
ers of Dallas, Texas
.
)
Claude Skinner of Plano, TexJudaism: "What is hateful to as: and Prentice Beaman of
you, do not to your fellotv man. Apopka, Florida Also attendThat is the entire Law all the ing will be a sister-in-law, Mro
rest is commentary." (Talmud, Audie Beaman of Birmingham.
Michigan. the widow of the late
Shabbat 31a,
Jessie Beaman.
It is expected that a great
Christianity: Whatsoever you
wish that men would do to you, number of the children of the
do so to them, for this is the brothers and sisters and their
law and the prophets." kniatt- grand children will be present
hew 7:12)

Walton Reunion To
Be Held Sunday

for this occasion.
After the buffett dinner an
open house has been planned

The

Interesting New Editions For The Collector

S. Empty the cupboards, except

moss

a woman need
more than one cookbook 7

a history of the country's cuisine, gives fascinating details
on the origin of dishes and is
magnificently illustrated.
Great food names, including
Michael Fields. Julia. Childs
and James Beard, are contributing to the series, which is
• spectacular addition to the
cookbook shelf, one that's •
must ..for anyone who has a

•

Eighty high school students
from six states with high interest and aptitude in art participated in two 1968 Art Honors Workshops at Murray State
University during July.
They were selected for scholarships for the two-week sessions by the Murray State Art
Department after making applications from their high
schools. The grants cover tuition and cost of supplies.
Richard G. Jackson, director
of the workshops and acting
chairman of the university Art
Department for the summer,
said students enrolled from New
Mexico. Connecticut, Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee and Kentucky.
Workshops this summer mark
the eighth year Murray State
University has sponsored the

will be Vernon Gantt.
Calloway Swimmersispeaker
Verti
.m is the son,of Mr. and Wins Honor As Top
Win Over Paducah Mrs. Wilson Gann. He is a graTeam Here Recently duite of University School, Student At Purdue

A swim meet was held recently at the Calloway Country Club. The teams participating in the event were Calloway
Country Club and Paducah. The
local team won and scores
were, Calloway — 352. Paducah

165.
Ribbon winners were Aran
Warner, Lesli Hunter, Tammy
Michele
Richardson,
Boone,
Rhonda Garland, Tomas., Keller, Marilyn Doran, David Keller. Gary Sullivan, Howard
Boone, Mary Ann Littleton,
Brett Warner, Tony Boone, Tim
Shown, Nancy Hart, David
Fitch, Lynn Sullivan, John Hart,
Mike Keller, Mary Ann Taylor,

Merray State University and is
presently enrolled at Ohio State
University in a program leading to a doetrate in speech. He
is a member of the Almo
Church of Christ.
At 700 p.m. Sammy Parker
will speak. Sammy is the son of
Mr. ad Mrs. Joe M. Parker. He
graduated from Murray High

Lafayette, Ind. — Distinguished student rating was won
by 1,657 Purdue University students during the spring semester, representing 6.6 per cent
of the undergraduate student
body of 24,958.
The list released by Registrar Nelson M. Parkhurst showSchool and Murray State Uni- ed 263 students with straight-A
versity and is employed as a tea- records in their semester of
cher of speech at'-Paducah Til- study toward bachelor's or asghman High School for the com- sociate degrees. This was a lit-

ing school year.

young men will be
speaking in the absence of Hollis Miller the regular preacher
who will be on vacation.
These

Gospel Meeting Is
To Begin Sunday

and Robbie Hibbard,
Bryan Warner, -Brent Austin,
Mark Thurman, H)onna Keller,
Jill Austin, Mike Hibbard Nick
A gospel meeting will be held
project. Students received in- Hibbard, Chris Miller, Gene
struction in print making, batik, Parker, Naliey Fitch, Ellen at tlpe Union Grove Church of
drawing and painting.
Quertermotik. Carolyn Shown, Christ, starting Sunday, July 28,
Those from Murray attend- Emily Belote, Alan Weatherly, and continuing through August
ing are Betsy Riley. and Gerald Paula Panker, Beth Richardson. 4. Services will be at 1050 on
Lumley of Calloway County Dan Hunter, Tim Lassiter, Dan Satnday morning, and cash evenat 7:30.
High; Robert D. Fowler, Bar- Luther. Tommy Irvan, Tommy
bara Elten Jones and Mary Lee Shown,clohany McGage and Ted . ro. Dean Crutctifield, minBrownfield, all of Murray High Forrest.
ister of Green Plain-thurch of
School.
Qhrist, will be the speaker.

and will be held from 2 p m.
until 4 p.m. for friends and rclatives, who wish to call and
The Walton's will hold a fam- visa with those in attendance.
ily reunion at the City Park on
Sunday, July 28 at 1 .30 p.m.
(the former Sue Jane Walton),
Out of town guests will be. Mr and Mrs. Leon Fanner (the
Louis
Mr. and Mrs Thomas
.former Mrs. Era Walton)
Walton and children, Laura
Unable to attend. due to .11
Ann and John David from nest win -be Mr sit& Mrs- Glynn
Ferndale, Mich. Mr and Mrs. Waltan and children from Fern'
Fred Galladoro (the former dale, Mich.
'ma Ruth Walton) and children,
Anyone wishing to come and
Dale Victor and Karen from Me- visit with these out of town
The first interracial martairie, La.
guests are welcome. Bring a riage- in Louisiana occurred in
Jlosts_ from Murray will be. picnic lunch and join the Wal- 1967 in Lafayette
*r —and Mrs James P Smith ton family.

Vernon Gantt`Will
-HOINIICOMING
There will be a 'homecoming
Be Guest Speaker
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
For Church-kir-ma;at
on Sunday, July 28. The reThe

University Church 'V
Christ will have guest sp•aher
on Sundry. July 28 for the
morning and evening '.orship
'services. At 10 30 a in the

Holcomb Chevrolet,Inc.

ular Sunday morning services
will be held, with dinner on
the church grounds at noon.
Singing will be in the afternoon.
All singers and listeners are
invited.

PRESENTS - -TVA Timber For Sale

THE GREATEST CLEANUP SALE EVERU

4

The Tennesste Valley Authority offers for sale
two tracts of st.inding, marked, hardwood timber
located in Henri 4. winty/Tennessee.
One trac'„ ,n pn Beaver Dam Creek, approximately nit., miles scatheast cf Paris, Tennessee, consist, 1: an estimatei 29,243 bcard feet.
The other_ tract, iyitig on Batley Fcrk Creek, apcrcxiMately
scuttle:v.! of Paris,.Tennessee, consists of
estirnatei 280,783 board feet.
Sealed. bids will
acteptA by Tennessee Valley
Authority, Divi
f Br,sfrvoir Prapertie;, 202
Wt Blythe Str,,-*, Paris, Tennessee, until 10 a.m.
CDT. Augu-t
Parties inlet, ,ted in inspecting the timber
old contici 11 ., above office. Rid fOrms and de.
Intermit-1i 'Way be obtained from the
ger, Westi
Division of Reservoir
Lies. ?02
itfs the Street. Paris, Ten•lelePhnn, 4, ! M41

with the best selection of colors,
Is and
equipment in, West Kent.
OVER 100 NEW1CARS AND'TRKS
Many with Air Conditioning.

up to $1.000.00 off lit!
Wk'WILL TAKE ANYSINSONAIlLE DEAL!
......-
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Local Students Are
In Art Workshop

svalMood Credit —
DowriPiryiniiiii:
LOW, 1.o%V.Irkigncing

See: Don Watson • J. it. Nix •
South 12th Street

s

In Mu
Callowa

customs and festivals.

Recipes for a few superb
specialties from each country
Because each volume adds
are included.
something --something inter•Cooking For Company
to her recipe reperesting
(by the food editors of the
torie.
Farm Journal, Doubleday,
For collectors who can nev$6.954: Tested recipes - - those
er have too many, here's news
tested by good home cooks of some recently published
are best of all. More than 900
cookbooks
are included in a volume that
Foods Of The World
real interest in recipes.
tells the hostess how to please.
(Time Life Books, $4 95 each
• Rice,
Most consider time and monAnd Bitter
Thus far three of this ambitiOranges by Lila Peri iWorici. ey, and the book covers a raft
ous multi-volume ernes are in
of social occasions.
print. They deal with the cook- $650i' If you'd enjoy a cook's
•The Night Before Cooktour of Spain, Portugal, Itgly,
ing of Provincial France, ScanGreece North Africa Israel,, book by Paul and Leslie Rudinavia and Italy.
4nstein
Macmillan, $5 951 ;
Syria, Lebanon and other Med- ,
Each volume comes with a
Assiorable meals needn't be
iterranean lands, this is a
spiral - bound
duplicate for
most thorough food history of whipped up on the spot. As
kitchen use and each contains
the title of this book Indicates,
they can be Prepared in advance. Over 200 recipes, including Brazilian Rite. With
Chicken, Turkish Pilaff, akingarian Veal and Mushroom.
Rolls, are included. Each tells
what to do the night before
and winds up with a -just before serving" footnote.
• Classic Sancesi by Raymond Oliver 1World, $7.95):
The delicate art of sauce-making at which French chefs ex7
eel is the subject of this fas-1
cinating book. Master three
sauces - --mayonnaise, espagnole
and béchamel - says the author and a/I the rest will follow. Recipes are given to ilOneida Sthersmithe
lustrate the use of the basic
GOOD FOOD calls for a beautiful table. For a dinner featuring Near Eastern fare, opera
sauces and their many marsinger Rosaline Elias uses Vera Cruz plates and gleaming Texture stainless steel flatware.
velous variations.
'
Wahlo's
Chinese
• Myra
• A World Of Curries hy Swedish' Pickled Beet Mold,
Cookbook (Macmillan, $5.95): portion recipes provide deliciThe prolific and very pretty ous dishes for each day. Con- Ruth Philpott Collins (Funk & Swiss Lettuce and Leek Salad
a.uthor at some 37 cookbooks sider Shrimp Creole. Lemon Vcignails. $5.95: You can and Bra.siliiui Asecato Salad.
• The'lthiw to Keep Him
is back at the range with this Chicken or Hamburger with soon+ flavor in soup, bread,
collection of made-in-minutes Vermouth Sauce. Desserts are salads, sweets and drinks. (After You've taught
Chinese recipes. We especial- included, too, and it's note- And, of course. curry adds Cookbook by Jinx ,Kragen and
ly, like such appetizers as worthy' that most recipes are spark to eggs, meats, fish, Judy Perry (Deiobleday.
chicken and vegetable dishes. $4.S0): The authors of "SauceChicken in Papers, Shrimp not only quick but easy.
Toast, Garlic Spareribs_ There •Simple Cooking for So- Recipes toyer 400i are includ- pans and the Single Girl" are
are 194 recipes. including a phisticatcs by George and Vir- ed in this international collec- now married and in rapid order they've learned the art of
number from each of the great ginie Elbert, IHearthsida tion.
•The Art of Salad Making keeping the "master" well-fed
-regional sehoois of Chinese Press, $5.95); If you wish
cookery
Canton, Shantung. they'd invent a new meat, by Carol Trualc (Doubleday, and happy. Their success sesome cul 1 e d from
Fukiect, Honan and Szechwan. reach for this volume and dis- $4.95): What can go into a crets
The ftriehelorette Cookbook cover all the flavorfully dif- salad" Anything and every- friends - - include Broiled
by Pauline Tai (Doubleday, ferent ways in which you can thing including meat, fish. .Roquefort Tomatoes. Steak
serve beef, pork, veal and vegetables, pasta, rice. They're And Salami Heroes, Jay
54 95 I : Cooking for one
rikprcH CHILDREN love picnics. Here, in picture from
much more fun after reading poultry. This is a delightful all included in a volume that Thompson's World Renowned
'The Cooking of Provincial France", a young boy enjoys a
this book. Instead of a week of Collection of different dinners features such global delights Curry and Beef Enchilado
as. Persian Spinach Salad. Casserole_
Provencal tunafish salad served with bread and radishes
leftovers, the author's single - that definitely have dash!
.--
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tle more than 1 per cent of all
on
enrolled
undergraduates
Purdue's five campuses.
The list of honor students
represents all the' campuses.
To qualify fox distinguished

student rating, n student must
have a grade index .of at least
5.5 points (B plus) out of a possible 6.0 (A) in at least 14 hours
of academic credit and have no
grade below C (4 points).
The distinguished students included Miss Beverly Ann Goode
of 704 Meadow Lane, Murray,
who is working on her Bache-,

Goode
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